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     MISSOURI  MORGANS 

Jim & Vali Suddarth  Montreal, Missouri 
573-286-1954         417-286-4720 

vali@dam.net 

 www.missourimorgans.com 

 EASY GAITED IN COLOR..RARE GAITED MORGANS 

Frozen semen, live cover,  and offspring on the ground available from these colorful stallions 

2012 Mares Premium Gaited breeding stock or riding 
prospects….strongly gaited, beautifully conformed for    

correct Morgan type, intelligent and trainable.         
Priced from $3000 to $5000. 

 

Choose from 10 colorful geldings from 3 to 6 years old   
at different training levels from just starting to seasoned 
     trail horse, exposed to cattle, traffic, and arena     
                  Priced from $3500 to $7500 

 

  We feel honored to have provided mares and stallions for several  NEW Gaited Morgan breeding 
farms across the US. Our horses are pasture raised in a herd and brought along in a quiet manner. 
Through our support of new farms, the members of our Gaited Morgan Horse Organization and new 

horse owners, we participate in the preservation of this rare horse.  Even more meaningful is the 
opportunity we have had to  provide horse owners with their dream come true in an equine partner. 

We continue to hear the success stories of the horses we have sold and the people who have       
purchased them.  The added benefit of life among horses... Live our own dreams, make new friends, 

find new places, and love nature from the back of our horses. Gratitude! 
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY 

When you come to our farm to look at a horse, we have safe horses ready to ride.                                          
We are happy to provide accommodations to guests wishing to consider one of our horses. 
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FOSH Mission Statement:

To promote all “sound,” naturally gaited 
horses, with a specific emphasis on Tennessee 
Walking Horses. (“Sound means not “sored”) 
Importance is placed on education regarding 
the humane care for the emotional, mental 
and physical well being, training, and 
treatment of all gaited horses. FOSH will 
only support flat shod or barefoot horses, and 
will never endorse any event that uses stacks 
and/or chains as action devices, nor any 
mechanical, chemical or artificial means to 
modify the natural gaits of the horse.

FOSH Focuses on three areas for gaited 
horses:

1. Educating people on sound training 
principles

2. Supporting sound shows, events & 
activities

3. Working to end soring

“Your present circumstances 
don’t determine where 

you can go; they merely 
determine where you start.” 

 —Nido Qubein

MORE FOSH INFORMATION ONLINE!
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! Join 

the FOSH Friends Yahoo group open to all 
members! Order FOSH logo products and 

other materials at www.fosh.info

Sound Advocate Magazine
Friends of Sound Horses, Inc.

6614 Clayton Rd #105 • St. Louis, MO 63117
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President’s Letter
Dear FOSH Members,

As I write, FOSH is in the process 
of last minute organizing of the 
Sound Horse Conference which is 
March 28, 29 and 30. Chairperson 
Lori Northrup is doing a superb 
job as usual, and the line-up of 
speakers is simply unsurpassed. The 
FOSH Board and EAC members 
in attendance are excited about 
mingling with you at the Mixer 
Cocktail Party on Friday night 

and sharing thoughts on Saturday after the speakers present 
and generating more ideas on how to end soring. Also at the 
conference, FOSH will raffle one of its limited editions of 
Breyer Model Horse, Lady C, our FOSH Ambassador Horse. 
 On Sunday, conference attendees will view a demonstration 
of five adoptable Tennessee Walking Horses from Horse Haven 
of Tennessee (HHT) with clinician, Gary Lane. Gary spent 
February and March visiting HHT (when weather allowed!) 
and worked with volunteers to educate them on rhythm, 
relaxation and gait to ensure the horses could be ridden in 
Sunday’s demonstration and make them more adoptable! 
Stephanie’s article is the first in a series of articles on retraining 
the Tennessee Walking Horse as this takes place at HHT over 
an eight week period. Also on Sunday, we will see a demo of 
some very versatile Walking Horses in training with Cat Dye. 
Cat trained the Tennessee Walking Horse that was exhibited at 
the UT Homecoming game in 2013.
 If you are a sound horse supporter, you will be happy to 
know the whirlwind continues as we push for the end of soring, 
the honoring of gaited horses and advancing our members’ 
equine education. Almost daily, FOSH is asked for statistics 
and hard facts on soring. Without the FOSH public database 
at www.hpadata.us and our website, www.stopsoring.com, 
it would be challenging to respond to all these information 
requests. 
 We could not be happier that many of these requests for 
information are coming from journalists and are used by our 
members to write their legislators asking them to cosponsor the 
PAST Act. Just a few days ago, we responded to our sound horse 
supporters in eastern Tennessee who were unhappy to see big 
lick trainer, Winky Groover, interviewed on a local television 
news program (WATE). Groover has over 15 HPA violations 
and 3 USDA issued 7060s, Letters of Warning. Without this 
data, it would have been difficult to challenge his assertions that 
the big lick industry has now become sound.
 Regarding the honoring of gaited horses, our Dressage 
for Gaited Horses program was kicked off on January 1. We 
are pleased to see the response of our members enrolling their 
horses in the program so that their horses’ scores in dressage 
competition will be recognized (www.foshgaitedsporthorse.

com). To recognize YOUR equine pursuits, we rolled out 
the FOSH Gaited Horse Journey on January 1. The program 
recognizes time spent in the saddle (TIS) and your pursuit of 
equine education (www.foshgaitedhorsejourney.com). FOSH 
already has Journey participants reporting their logs of time 
spent in their Journey. Their enthusiastic support of the new 
program has been fun for us, and Journey has a Facebook page 
as well.
 All the efforts for the sound TWH do not take place at 
“FOSH.” It has been rewarding for me to learn of the enormous 
efforts of our members “in the field.” February 14-16 marked 
the Kansas EquiFest where some of our most loyal members 
demonstrated their sound Walking Horses. As they sent me 
texts, emails and photos during their long weekend, it was 
thrilling to hear of the audience’s reaction to their horses and 
talents. This hardworking group displayed FOSH materials and 
shared the soring disgrace with many booth visitors. Not only 
did they work hard at EquiFest, they are to be commended for 
working hard all Winter to ensure they showed off to their best 
in the middle of FEBRUARY! (Full story feature and great 
photos in our next issue) And, in Pennsylvania at the Expo in 
Harrisburg, PA, we were happy to see IJA Judge, Diane Sept, 
invited as the gaited horse clinician. Diane and Dianne Little 
displayed FOSH materials at her booth also to ensure that we 
got the word out about soring and the many benefits of joining 
FOSH and supporting and honoring the gaited horse. 
 On the soring battlefront, FOSH communicates with the 
USDA on a regular basis about the USDA’s watered down 
enforcement of the Horse Protection Act. Which brings us to 
SHOW, the big lick Horse Industry Organization (HIO) which 
has never imposed the mandatory penalties. Why is SHOW still 
around? Why is Heart of America still around? This will be 
each organizations’ third season of inspecting horses without 
mandatory penalties. Is the USDA asleep at the wheel? It 
makes no sense to any of us. So, FOSH keeps asking questions, 
wanting explanations and pushing the USDA to enforce the 
Horse Protection Act and not continue to deliver lip service to 
Sound Horse Warriors. FOSH is also pleased to continue its 
HIO inspection program in 2014, has conducted its annual 
training and has added two new DQPs. 
 On another note, I love reading your comments at all the 
FOSH Facebook pages. We have a FOSH Page and Group 
Page. Please take a look at both and Happy Spring Days to all 
of you.
See you at the Conference in Nashville!

 — Teresa

Visit www.stopsoring.com to see the public 
outcry against the brutality of soring. 

Links to over 150 articles.
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FOSH wishes to thank the Southern 
Comfort Gaited Horse Club for it 
gracious $500 donation to support 

the FOSH goals concerning the ethical 
treatment of gaited horses. Not surprisingly, 
owners of Tennessee Walking Horses, Fox 
Trotters, Paso Finos and other gaited breeds 
back principled treatment of horses. Every 
year the club raises funds for horse related 
organizations including FOSH. The highly 
successful annual poker ride generates 
the most funds. Held at Eagle Island State 
Park, a few miles west of Boise, easy trails 
for horse and rider brings out over 150 
horses each year and entrants donate for 
the chance to win prizes donated by local 
business, many of them horse related.  
 Rides are held in early fall, so the trees 

Southern Comfort Gaited 
Horse Club Makes Surprise 
Donation to FOSH

By Nya Bates, FOSH Member

along both channels of the Boise River dress themselves in 
brilliant colors accented by the cool, crisp autumn morning. 
For many riders this becomes a family outing with children, 
parents and grandparents enjoying the ride, the chance 
to donate to first class, equine related causes and win 
many winning great prizes. Businesses donating prizes are 
featured on the clubs website (gaitedhorseclub.com) for a 
year plus they get visibility at the event among current and 
prospective customers.
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The language of horses is body language. Therefore, 
the best and most practical advise I can share with the 

written word is that it’s not just WHAT we do with a horse 
that is important but HOW we use our bodies when we do 
what we do what we do with our horses that should be kept 
first and foremost in mind. I say this because how relaxing 
and enjoyable the training is for any breed of horse of any 
age, or, conversely, how stressful the experience is for the 
horse, depends entirely on HOW the trainer behaves.
 The training of any horse of any breed or age begins 
with the fact that horses are physiologically hard wired 
in the bio-chemistry of their central nervous system so 
that their body, mind and spirit work together as one. 
 The frame of the body of the horse is also the frame 
of the mind. So, the truest definition of training the horse 
should literally mean that we use our body language to 
shape or sculpt our horses into a frame of body that 
corresponds to their feeling good in the mind. 
 Some shapes of a horse feel better for them than 
others. Some shapes feel heavenly because they create 
endorphins through the spinal column/central nervous 
system of the horse - while other shapes produce 
adrenaline that leaves the horse feeling stressed and not 
wanting or willing to co-operate. The idea is that a horse is 
supposed to be “aided” or “helped” into feeling better with 
endorphins when “in the good hands” of a trainer. 
 When a horse experiences consistently that 
you make it feel better than it does on its own then 
it focuses on you more and more, and WANTS to be 
with you and resists you less and less. In the most 
logical definition of “natural” this is how we tap into 
the horse’s intuitive need for “survival of the fittest”. 
 It needs to be that simple – does your horse feel 
better with you than it does on its own or when it is 
with other horses? If the horse does not feel better 
with you – then why would it want to be with you and 
why would it want you to take it away from the other 
horses and allow you to ride it?
 From catching in the paddock or in the stall, to leading, 
grooming, tacking up, even mounting, we are always 
speaking volumes with our body language and every 
moment they are with us our horses need to see clearly 
that they feel better with us than they do on their own. 
 When a rider knows how to not only push the “shaping 
buttons” correctly on a horse but also knows how to read 
and feel the energy and emotions of a horse well enough 
to do so with just the perfect amount of pressure in just 
the right place at just the right time, so as to be neither too 

Chris irwin is an internationally 
renowned horseman, best-selling 
author,  and a leading pioneer in the 
equine assisted movement.  It was 
discovering how to transform blm 
wild mustangs into 18 calm and 
collected U.S. National champions 
in english, western and driving 
competitions, that first showed chris 
his greatest insights into learning 
how to learn. To connect with chris 
irwin visit his website at www.Chrisirwin.Com 

THE EVOLUTION OF 
HORSEMANSHIP 
Frame of Body = Frame of Mind

By Chris Irwin  

hard or too soft on a horse, then a horse begins to dance 
instead of merely obey. 
 When horses find that we care about them enough to 
stay in the moment and not only know where to push the 
buttons but also how often, and how much, or when not to 
push the buttons, then they see us as shepherds looking 
out for their best interest and they want to be with us. 
 Yes, we all love our horses, but it is the fine art of 
empathy and awareness for the true needs of a prey 
animal – and being able to deliver the help that satisfies 
those needs - that encourages our horses to appreciate us 
in return. 
 In closing, please take a moment to observe these 5 
photos of a horse being led and lunged and see for yourself 
what a difference human body language makes with our 
horses. And may you and your horses enjoy healthy and 
happy trails and please remember…. ask not what your 
horse can do for you - but ask what can you do for your 
horse. 

These instructional DVD’s were created for IJA by 8th Heaven 
Farm of Colorado. The 3 DVD’s include IJA Introductory Tests 
1 – 4, IJA Two Gait Tests A – E, and the IJA Manual for Gait-
ed Dressage. The Tests comprise ridden examples of each test with 
directive voice overs and superimposed patterns.

$40 includes shipping*

Name _______________________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Telephone_________________________Email ____________________
Make Checks payable to FOSH and submit to 

Friends of Sound Horses • 6614 Clayton Road #105 • St. Louis, MO 63117
*Shipping 1-3 days

Great Opportunity!
Gaited Dressage 

3 DVD Set
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A common and classic example of miscommunication 
with body language: Here we see the right hip of the 
person standing beside this gelding cocked or “pushing” 
into the head of the horse.  This subtle shape of her 
body is perceived as herding / pushing his head up and 
away from her.  In the language of the horse, any push 
into the neck and head is perceived as threatening.  His 
high head, hollowed back and hard eye are all signals 
of the irritation and disdain he feels towards her 
posture.

Another common miscommunication:  Using her right 
hand to attempt to “lead” the horse, the human is 
working bio-mechanically “backwards” for the horse.  
We all know that impulsion “comes from behind the 
horse” and yet it is such human instinct for even the 
best riders to pull the head of the horse forward during 
groundwork.  This leading from the nose, instead of 
pushing / herding the hindquarters of the horse, is 
causing him to invert his back and fill his mind with 
adrenaline and look away from her.  He is easily 
distracted when his physiology is working against him.

The horse is now visibly relieved as he is urged gently 
forward with a push from her whip into his flanks 
instead of pulling his head with the lead rope.  Her hips 
and core energy from the center of her body are now 
aligned straight ahead and out of his face so that the 
horse can relax, be focused and level-headed with a 
soft eye, and travel straightforward with a calm, curled 
tail.  Now we see an example of human body language 
working with the bio-mechanics of a horse instead of 
against it.

OUCH!!!  Here we see the most common miscommuni-
cation from people working horses on the lunge circle 
or in the round pen.  The horse is clearly stressed while 
the shape of his spine is gushing adrenaline into his 
brain.  As we observe the person we see that her core - 
the centre of her body - is aiming ahead of the horse.  
Therefore, her energy is not “herding” by pushing his 
body forward from behind but is instead sending a 
signal of “capturing” by aiming ahead or “leading her 
prey target”.  This horse has his tail up, his eye is wary 
and he definitely is not enjoying his lunge experience.

What a difference!  Now that her core of her body has 
shifted alignment and is sending herding messages into 
his girth area - where a riders leg would be - the horse 
is enjoying a much more comfortable experience.  Note 
how he is stretching his back, bending around or away 
from her, his eyes are soft, his ears forward and his tail 
is calmly curled.  This horse is now feeling great while 
being lunged.
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Four years ago, I was trying somewhat unsuccessfully to get my 
granddaughter, Zoe, to fall in love with all things horsey as I 

had done at her age. One day I realized that I was the one who was 
passionate about horses and that I should get back into riding before 
I was way too old. I took a part-lease of a very pretty, bay Arab, for 
six-months and learned that I really wanted my own horse. 
 After doing a lot of research on the computer, I decided that 
a Paso Fino would be the horse for me, even though I had never 
ridden one and was not sure I had actually ever met one. I set out 
to buy a bombproof, 10 year old grey mare. My first ride on a Paso 
was amazing. I couldn’t get over how smooth she was. Of course, 
I do think the Arab I leased helped as she had a bone-jarring trot 
that I avoided at all costs.
 I was lucky enough to find Lisa Gorsuch at Middlefield Farms 
in Taneytown, MD, who is a great ambassador for the breed and 
let me ride several different Pasos. I developed a permanent grin 
from riding these smooth, fun and close to the ground horses. Lisa 
found a horse for me in Ohio and I came home with a 4 year 
old, chestnut gelding called Predominio de La Armistad, just as I 
planned.
 Playdoh, as I call him, and I have learned a lot together over 
the past three years. To be clear, you could put all my horse knowl-
edge in a matchbox and still have room leftover. So I had a lot 
to learn. The plus side of this is that you don’t know that you 
shouldn’t do some things which is how we got involved in Com-
petitive Trail Riding (CTR). We like to trail ride and I saw that 
there was a 25 mile CTR event close to us called the Muckleratz 
Ride. Sounded perfect! I had never camped with a horse before 
and never to my knowledge exactly ridden 25 miles. So I set off 
with my 91 year father for a weekend of riding and camping. For-
tunately, Playdoh was completely happy on the tie line my father 
strung between a tree and the trailer. All the CTR people (spon-
sored by the Eastern Competitive Trail Riding Association (EC-
TRA)) could not have been more welcoming. 
 At a CTR, your horse is vetted in before the ride, at a 20 
minute hold in the middle of the ride, and at the end of the ride. 

My New World of 
Competitive Trail 
Rides by Susan Crawford 

FOSH Gaited Distance Program competitor and 
FOSH GDP Bucket Cover Winner

You have a certain amount of time to complete the ride. The goal 
is to bring your horse home in as good a condition as you left. Very 
early the next morning I set out with a group on the first loop of the 
25 mile ride. About 15 minutes into the ride I realized that we were 
woefully unprepared. We did make it through the ride but we came 
in way over time and I have never seen my little horse so tired. He 
actually laid down and took a nap.
 Although not an auspicious beginning, it made me want to 
learn more about how we needed to condition for these rides and 

Susan Crawford and Playdoh - photo by Brenda Hall, Feather 
Hill Farm

Susan Crawford and Playdoh at Muckleratz ride 
Photo by Allison Theurer

Trotting out after the ride for the vet to check for lameness at 
Muckleratz. Photo by Allison Theurer.
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to understand how I could safely and effectively get Playdoh 
through them. Arabians are the kings and queens of this sport but 
it doesn’t mean that gaited horses can’t be successful. You just 
need to figure out what works for your horse. 
 Playdoh is more a show horse Paso and is tightly gaited, he is 
not ground covering. We know better than to ride out with horses 
that are ground covering and cause us to go too fast. We hang with 
the gaited breeds or the Morgans.
 I learned a lot about electrolytes and getting him to eat and 
drink to keep him hydrated. We began doing CDR’s which are 10 
or 15 mile training rides to get him used to what is expected of him 
and to build up his conditioning. He really does seem to enjoy the 
rides and seems to know to follow the trail marking ribbons.
 One year after our first attempt, we returned to Muckleratz 
and entered the CDR on both Saturday and Sunday. He finished 
both with flying colors. I was thrilled to know that our comple-
tions earned us bucket covers donated by FOSH with the great 
FOSH logo on them. Bucket covers are great for keeping bugs and 
other horses out of the food and water you set out at the holds. 
 After Muckleratz, I decided we were ready for the longer 
rides and we completed our first 30 mile ride. Then, in November, 
a 25 mile ride where Playdoh earned a first place finish. We can’t 
wait for a new season of rides to begin in the spring!
 I highly recommend this sport to anyone who loves trail 
riding and spending time with their horse. The people involved 
in CTR are amazingly generous with their time and knowledge. 
They welcome newcomers to the sport and will help in any way 
they can. I have learned so much more about my horse by partici-
pating in this sport. And, who knows, you may be lucky enough to 
win a bucket cover from FOSH as well.
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The FOSH Gaited Distance Program extends 
congratulations to the 2013 award winners.

Competitive Trail Ride 
Junior and Overall High Mileage Award  

(sponsored by Stonewall Saddle Company)
Flash of Lightening - Spotted Saddle Horse

Owner Jameson Moulis of Dublin, GA
(See story next page)

Competitive Trail Ride,
Heavyweight Division

Rothadis fra’ Tolthaven - Icelandic Horse

Owner Raven Flores of Roberts, WI

Limited Distance Award Lightweight
Ebony’s Bravo Moon - Tennessee Walking Horse

Owner Laurie Henschel of Clintonville, WI

Endurance Award Lightweight
Mocha Jack - Kentucky Mountain Saddle Horse

Owner Becky Lange of Santa Maria, CA

Thanks to all participants in the first year of the DGP!  There are minimum Mileage requirements for all 
awards.  The minimum requirements were not met and no awards in: Competitive Trail Ride Lightweight, 
Limited Distance Award Heavyweight, Limited Distance Award Junior, Endurance Award Heavyweight, 
Endurance Award Junior

photographer, Becky Pearman
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FOSH congratulates Jameson and her SSH/TWH, Flash of 
Lightening, for their 2013 NATRC accomplishments: Junior 
Grand Champion Horse, Junior High Average Horsemanship 
and First Place Overall Open Junior Horse and Horsemanship. 
These accomplishments have earned Flash of Lightening aka 
Baby Girl (BG) her 2013 FOSH Gaited Distance Program 
High Mileage Award as well as the FOSH Junior Division 
High Mileage Competitive Trail Award. Years of work created 
this viable team. Enjoy this heartfelt story by this high school 
senior from Georgia, who hopes to be a biochemist some day. 

– Julie Tarnawski

It was a quite a year for Flash of Lightening aka Baby 
Girl (BG) and me--600 miles, 11 rides, 2013 National 
Champion and Grand Champion Junior Horse. We began 
our adventure or “endear” with Spanish Trail in Milton, 
Florida. BG and I spent all winter conditioning for what I 
believed would be “our season.” In fact, I considered my 
last three seasons of North American Trail Ride Conference 
(NATRC) as training for 2013 – the year I envisioned Baby 
Girl earning her national championship. We dealt with a 
bowed tendon in 2011 and with Polysaccharide Storage 
Myopathy (PSSM) in 2012. But 2013 was ours for the 
taking.
 I never considered the possibility of having to pull her 
at the Spanish Trail. It was to be an easy ride for Baby Girl; 
a good warm-up for tougher mountain rides later in the 
spring. We conditioned in central Georgia, my home state 
which is a sand pit. Baby Girl plowed through Florida 
sand like a machine and handled heat and speed without 
issue. She did, however, manage to find “the only rock in 
Florida.” She hit a sharp stone at a trot 10 miles into our 
first day. BG stumbled, going to her knees, and was three-
legged lame right after scrambling to her feet. Fearing a 
re-injury to her admittedly weakened tendon, I pulled 
her immediately. 
 If horses could express anger, BG was livid. Hobbling 
and tripping, she snatched at the reins and attempted to 
pull me down the trail. I jerked her around and led her 
up the hill to await the arrival of the “emergency trailer.” 
Screaming and stomping (with her three good legs), she 
limped circles around me as we waited at the crest of the 
hill. BG refused to load when the trailer came. She planted 
her feet as if to make a statement. “I am unhappy with 
your decision to give up. I’m fine.” She very much was 
not “fine,” and, at the end of the event, my ride trailered 
home my seven year old horse who could barely stand 
during that 10 hours back to Georgia.
 “Maybe 2014 will turn out better for us. Or maybe 
I should have listened when they told me she was just 
never meant to be an open horse.”
 So, three days after her fall, I took Baby Girl to the 
vet. Her leg was hot and swollen. I feared the diagnosis 

Being At One With My Horse
by Jameson Moulis, FOSH Gaited Distance Program 

Junior Rider and winner of FOSH GDP Awards

was a re-bowed tendon. The end of a career. Dr. Cook 
performed a full lameness exam on her. BG’s lameness 
grew more pronounced as the exam continued until she 
refused to trot out. Dr. Cook produced a pair of hoof 
testers from her bag. She clamped them to Baby Girl’s 
foot and tested several locations. Suddenly, BG sat back 
in surprise and jerked her leg away. Dr. Cook glanced 
up with a wry smile and tested the area again. BG tore 
her leg from the vet’s hand. Dr. Cook patiently, more 
tenderly, picked up BG’s foot again. Dr. Cook removed 
a hoof knife from her coat and cut a sliver of sole from 
the front quarter of BG’s hoof. A drop of bloody puss 
welled at the surface. “Congratulations. You have an 
abscess. You’ll be riding again in no time.” No time was 
not enough time. Our next ride was in a week and a half. 
If we missed Spring in Dixie, there would be no way to 
win that national championship. The day before we left 
for Spring in Dixie, I decided to take a gamble. BG was 
still slightly lame. But at the rate she was recovering, 
she may be sound by Saturday. I was encouraged by my 
dear friend and mentor, Paula, to give it a try. I would 
ultimately regret not bringing her. Leaving her at home 
left me with a 100% Nationals failure rate. Bringing her, 
at least, gave us a chance. The risk was calculated but I’m 
fair at math. 
 BG was unquestionably and miraculously sound 
Saturday morning and remained so all weekend. We were 
back in the game with all of the wonderful gaits she shifts 
gears in and out of, depending on the terrain: her running 
walk for uneven/narrow/rough trail; the speed rack for 
straightaways, and her stepping pace as a “go to” gait for 
energy efficient, relaxed jogging. Does she trot? You bet! 
I use her hard trot to stretch and use different groups of 
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Being At One cont’d from page 13

muscles with her signal for it being when I start to post. 
Yes, we kept going. I couldn’t pull from another ride. We 
completed the Region Five Benefit Ride two weeks after 
Spring Dixie. BG managed a perfect score of 100. She won 
open sweepstakes, meaning her score was the highest of 
any open horse – junior, heavyweight, or lightweight--
quite an accomplishment for a junior. 
 We lost a boot at the infamously rocky, muddy, 
and difficult Uwharrie Forest CTR in the mountains of 
North Carolina. But BG’s number one asset – probably 
the single factor that set us apart – is shear tenacity. She 
refuses to give up, and my flatlander mare climbed 50 
miles of mountains barefoot. And, we kept going. We 
stood on the crest of Iron Mountain at Virginia Highlands 
CTR and finished with a score of 99. We rode among cows 
and through the shady woodlands of Faye Whittemore 
Farms in Jasper, Alabama. We cantered past the Biltmore 
House at the French Broad Classic in Asheville. It was 
a blur sometimes, but it was brilliant. I loved the “CTR 
life.” I lived for traveling the southeast and riding all 
these beautiful places with my amazing horse. I adore 
my friends, my riding partners, and the happy chatter 
of Region Five huddled around a pot luck supper in the 
afternoons. I didn’t even mind getting up at the crack 
of dawn to feed, groom, and warm BG up. If love was a 
labor, I’d happily labor till the end. At home, I spent my 
time between rides working on obstacles and tweaking 
strategies. 
 After Biltmore, BG received a well deserved summer 
break. We were half way there, but she was starting to look 
poorly. Her ribs were visible, and her hip bones stuck out. 
She had lost roughly 100 pounds since the Spanish Trail, 
and she was lean to begin with. Her tenacity was failing. 
She ranged from sour and moody to dull and tired. I took 
her to Dr. Cook again, who ran a blood panel to check 
for PSSM activity. The panel was clean. She checked for 
ulcers; also clean. Dr. Cook diagnosed BG with simple 
exhaustion and suggested she gain 100 pounds and have 
some time off.
 Just as the spring, the 
fall season was almost 
marked by failure. I awoke 
at 4:00 AM to bathe BG and 
leave the farm by five. My 
grandfather agreed to haul 
us to Columbus, Georgia, 
three hours away. In 
Columbus, BG and I would 
hitch a ride with my friend 
Keri. Our destination was 
another of Region Five’s 
beasts: Ride the Edge. Ride 
the Edge, held at East Fork 
Stables in Tennessee, was a 
beautiful ride whose name 
adequately described its 

attributes. Narrow trails skirting the edge of mountains, 
leaving riders feeling nauseous and very small. Despite 
the hilly terrain, the ride was also rather fast. It was a 
scramble to stay on time, especially when you hit speed 
breaks like Deer Gap – a place so rocky you can barely 
walk. Basically, this is the worst ride in the world to get 
lost. And my riding partner Michelle and I got very, very 
lost within the first two hours. We took a wrong turn, 
somewhere. And we ended up somewhere else. Thirty 
minutes of galloping up and down dirt roads finally 
led us back, in a roundabout way, to where we were 
supposed to be. Day two, and we were lost again. This 
time, we completely missed a turn right before the first 
P&R. We trotted for several miles before realizing our 
mistake and galloped back. And yes, we galloped right 
into a P&R. Baby Girl and Michelle’s horse, Raisin, were 
heaving. “We’re about to get held,” I panicked internally. 
“We’re already behind and we’re about to get held!” I did 
some math. Some more calculated risk math. Michelle 
and I could not waste a minute. 15 minutes is given at 
P&Rs: 10 minutes to cool your horse and five minutes 
to saddle up and get down the trail. If we didn’t waste 
those five minutes re-saddling, Michelle and I would be 
five minutes closer to our window and back ahead of the 
Novice/CP pack. I eye balled Baby Girl and Raisin’s pulse 
and respiration. Five minutes into the P&R, and they had 
pulsed down to barely below criteria. “Michelle, you may 
think I’m crazy, but put your saddle back on. Tack up 
and let’s get ready to go.” As predicted, BG’s respiration 
spiked as I tacked her back up. 10 minutes were up, and 
a team came to take her official numbers. “14, 11.” 14, 
her respiration rate. It was over. “I need a re-take.” A 
new team had to come over and retake BG’s respiration. 
I didn’t ask for a re-take because I didn’t agree with the 
14. I asked because that gave me 30 seconds. I took a 
deep breath, cocked my leg, and looked at the ground. I 
breathed as slowly as I wanted BG to breathe. BG lowered 
her head and breathed into my ear in rhythm with my 
own breaths. I counted. “One...Two...” “Ten,” announced 
the P&R team. We passed. Michelle and I galloped out 
of the P&Rs. “And that,” I laughed in relief, “Is how you 
beat the game.”
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 Michelle and I did an estimated 15 extra miles that ride 
due to getting lost, and our average pace to catch back up 
was staggering. We never walked. We trotted through the 
rough stuff and cantered when the footing was good. At 
that point, I felt like just completing Ride the Edge could 
be the most amazing thing I had ever done. BG’s tenacity 
was at full force. The mare never gives up. Sometimes, I 
think she wants to win as much as I do. She has the spirit 
of competition. When BG’s name was called out for open 
sweepstakes at awards that night, I think I cried. Nothing 
could compare to Ride the Edge, and Baby Girl and I rode 
out the remainder of our season fully satisfied with that 
victory. We returned to Troy, Alabama, for the fall Heart 
of Dixie CTR the very next weekend. Two weeks later, 
we completed another tough ride, Hatchet Valley Farms. 
We finished the season off two weeks later with King’s 
Mountain CTR in South Carolina. 
 I woke up in the middle of the night and wiped away 
the fog from the trailer windows. I caught a glimpse of 
BG lying down, eyes closed and relaxed. She had grown 
used to the “CTR life” just as I had. What would we do 
with ourselves when it was over? 2013 wasn’t about the 
end result anymore. 2013 was a journey consisting of 
thousands of miles and so many states I forgot where I 
was at most rides. It was the journey of a lifetime, and I 
never wanted it to stop. But if it had to end... I could take 
Baby Girl’s sleepy eyes and all the memories of all the 
miles we traveled together and say, that was a note worth 
ending on.

www.imagineahorse.com

A deeper understAnding of your horse thAn you ever 
imagined is waiting for you with enlightened trick horse training. 
the reciprocal relationship you always dreamed of with your horse is 
available from imagine A horse.
Learn from Master Trick Horse Trainers, Allen Pogue and Suzanne De Laurentis with 36 years of combined experience.Imagine A Horse 
method goes light years beyond the simple mechanics “how” of training tricks and concentrates on “why” they benefit the horse.
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Under the cover of  darkness Karl 
Mikolka reenacted a scene he 
recalled from one of  the many 

imported Western movies he watched 
as a boy growing up in war torn Vienna. 
Mimicking the villains from cowboy films 
who used ripped gunnysacks to muffle the 
horses’ hoofbeats, Mikolka wrapped the 
white Lipizzaner stallion’s hooves before 
leading him out into the still night. Siglavy 
Capriola glowed ghostly in the pale light 
as he obediently followed his rider across 
the cobblestone courtyard, and the duo en-
tered the arena of  the legendary Spanish 
Riding School. One whinny or snort could 
wake the feared director of  the school, Al-
ois Podhajsky. His superiors had denied 
Mikolka when he requested additional 
practice time, so discovery would certain-
ly cost him his job. Once inside, Mikolka 
longed the horse around and around, street 
lamps softly glowing through the large win-
dows of  the Baroque hall providing the 
only illumination. Breaking the rules and 
risking his position was a chance worth 
taking if  it meant the horse might improve 
and learn to be more responsive. After set-
tling the enormous stallion in his stall, he 
returned to the arena and painstakingly 
raked the ring, erasing the perfect circle they made in the sand in 
the hopes that their clandestine work would go undetected. 
 Mikolka has devoted his life to the horse’s well-being and ad-
vancement. He’s dedicated to the preservation of  classical riding 
as it was taught to him by his mentor, Alfred Cerha, at the Spanish 
Riding School, and it has been his destiny to bridge the lessons of  
the past with the riders of  the future. Along the way, this vivacious 
78-year-old U.S. Dressage Federation Hall of  Famer has amassed 
a group of  devoted supporters and students all eager to ensure his 
methods of  training continue. 
The Horse Comes First
Speaking with Mikolka on his charming screened porch overlook-
ing the New England fishing village of  Gloucester, Massachusetts, 
he explains, in his expressive staccato German accent, that he 
deems the practice and preservation of  classical horsemanship 
an endeavor as vital as breathing, more important than winning 
competitions, more important than financial success. 
 “My lifelong goal—and the reason I am not so famous and 
able to say, ‘I made this horse into a champion and that one to be 
champion,’—is because I made the horses not necessarily cham-
pions in shows but for the owners they became safe,” he explains. 

A Training Tradition Lives On In 
Karl Mikolka

From his early days at the Spanish Riding School, he’s embraced a horse-first philosophy and
devoted his life to teaching classical dressage.

BY JENNIFER B. CALDER
PHOTOS FROM THE COLLECTION OF KARL MIKOLKA

Reprinted by permission of Chronicle of the Horse

“They became champions for their 
owners. All my horses, knock on 
wood, they were all 28 years old be-
fore they died. Healthy. The horse 
comes first! His health, his sound-
ness. It was, over the years, my goal. 
Not stupid ribbons and being judged 
by somebody who doesn’t even know 
that much but has the authority to sit 
somewhere, at C, and say this was a 
4, and this was a 5!” 
  Mikolka is no shrinking violet, and 
it’s hard to remember this man with 
the larger-than-life personality has 
recently battled—and beaten—can-
cer. The only evidence is his request 
for me to remove my shoes upon 
entering so as not to track in germs. 
Every sentence is punctuated by ex-
clamation points, and he’s quick to 
laugh, which we do a lot throughout 
the day. Watching him talk is more 
of  a performance than a conversa-
tion, complete with sound effects 
and scenes acted out before me. The 
delight he finds in recounting a life 
inseparable from his love of  horses 
animates his entire being. 
  We start at the beginning with a 

childhood marred by an absent father, drafted to fight for the 
Germans when Mikolka was just a boy. “I was 4 years old when he 
was saying goodbye to us,” he recalls. “I remember this—still I re-
member this—early in the morning he boarded a train and left.” 
The senior Mikolka was sent to the Eastern front to fight Russia 
and Poland. “My father was the worst solider!” he says with a 
laugh. “He always said, ‘Why should I shoot people that never did 
anything to me?’ and always shot his gun into the air. If  an officer 
would have seen it they would have...” his voice trails off, and Karl 
configures his hand into the shape of  an imaginary pistol, “Pow! 
Pow! Pow!” Equally vivid is the memory Karl has of  his father 
returning unexpectedly on a leave. “It was winter and when I was 
little I liked boats. I took walnuts and broke them into two little 
halves and put a stick on it and a sail and fffffeeeewwwwe,” he 
says, making a blowing noise. “I was standing in the kitchen play-
ing and I turned to my mother and said, ‘Papa will come tonight.’ 
And it was a storm out there, blizzard conditions, and a half  hour 
later we hear something!” Karl stops talking and whistles a five-
note tune. “It was our whistle!” Again, the five notes. “That is 
how we called each other. That was something my mother said 
she will never forget. I was 6 years old, and he marched through 

Karl Mikolka has dedicated his life to the art of  classical dres-
sage, prioritizing the horse’s well being above winning competi-
tions and financial gain. 
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the door!” The next time they saw him was a year later when he 
came home with a head injury from a grenade that also cost him 
his right eye. “His entire battalion was sacrificed, and he was on 
the last airplane that took out heavily injured soldiers and was not 
expected to survive,” says Karl. 
 At this point Karl’s wife of  26 years, Lynn, shows me a photo 
of  his father, and sure enough, there is a divot in his forehead that 
looks as if  it was made by a small ice cream scoop. But the injury 
didn’t affect him mentally, and Karl was thrilled to have his father 
home. As an only child, the trio was close, although his parents 
didn’t understand their son’s fascination with horses and refused 
to give him permission to leave school and go work on the track. 
Karl sidestepped their rule for a while thanks to his skill in forg-
ing notes from his mother to his school, explaining he was ill. His 
obsession with horses began early; his mother told him he would 
gleefully bounce up and down whenever they passed the many 
horses still working on the streets of  Vienna. “I was in the stroller 
calling to them already in the bouncing trot!” he says and laughs 
as he bounces up and down in his chair across from me, the white 
hair on his head rising and falling as he moves. He stops suddenly 
and stares intensely at me, hands steepled under his chin, “So 
something bit me before I even came out of  the womb—I already 
had something.”
 When asked if  he remembers the first time he was on a horse, 
Karl bellows, “I remember because I paid for it! I was 15 years 
old. It was a beautiful 21st of  August, beautiful blue skies and sun 
and cool, and I said I would like to take a riding lesson. I used 
to make a little pocket money by shining shoes, and I had a few 

bucks. I rode a white horse, not a Lipizzaner, but a white horse 
with a bad habit of  letting his tongue hang out like a long snake. 
It was one lesson, but it was enough to poison me.” As fate would 
have it, the woman who taught his lesson was the aunt of  Arthur 
Kottas-Heldenberg, who became Chief  Rider at the Spanish Rid-

“I live for classical horsemanship!” said Karl Mikolka. “I never really 
became a business person and couldn’t care less about the money as long as 
I could do what I like to do.” He left competitive dressage in order to teach 
and train horses like Conversano Belvedera at Tempel Farms in Illinois.

Siglavy Capriola was a favorite of  Karl Mikolka’s, and he snuck the Lipizzaner stallion into the Spanish Riding School arena after hours, risking his own 
career and reputation to train the horse.
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ing School. Karl would be admitted just five years later, quickly 
rising through the ranks to Assistant Rider and ultimately achiev-
ing Chief  Rider, or Oberbereiter, status. As my conversation with 
Karl unfurls, it becomes evident that many of  the significant 
moments in his life have been touched by what he interprets as 
serendipity or divine intervention. It began with the premonition 
of  his father’s return and continued with his acceptance into the 
Spanish Riding School. 
 In an effort to keep from fidgeting during his interview with 
the stern director, Karl explains, “I had my hands under the table, 
on my lap.” Opposite him, on Podhajsky’s lap, sat his beloved 
daschund, Lumpi, the director’s pride and joy. “I had no clue how 
important this bloody dog was to Podhajsky,” he continues. “So 
we are talking, and suddenly this dog leaves his lap and jumps 
on my lap! Suddenly! And Podhajsky said, ‘This! He never, ever 
did this before!’ I got the job! Years later, at the Christmas party, 
Podhajsky asked me if  I remembered. Of  course I remembered! 
The dog got me the job. This is a story I will never forget.”
The Mikolka Method
Karl’s 14 years at the famous school in Vienna instilled in him a 
passion for traditional horsemanship as taught to him by his men-
tor, Alfred Cerha. The approach was a circular construction, as 
perfect as the voltes he rode over and over and over. “The horse 
as the student, the experienced rider as the teacher, the schooled 
horse as the teacher to train the student,” Karl explains. “I live for 
classical horsemanship! I never really became a business person 
and couldn’t care less about the money as long as I could do what 
I like to do—that was very important to me.” In Cerha’s system 
the horse was trained to look and feel effortless to ride and to be 
light on the aids. “Cerha said to me, ‘You know, Karl, if  I would 
have to push a horse, I would rather ride a bicycle.’ Smart, right? 
He was a super rider and a super teacher,” recalls Karl. 
 Six months after being promoted to Chief  Rider at SRS, Karl 
left for Brazil. He had been recruited to help establish and coach 
a team capable of  international competition. His superiors were 
unhappy with his decision to leave the school, and, in a punitive 
measure, they with-
held his Oberbereiter 
certification. Once 
in Brazil, Karl hired 
an attorney who suc-
cessfully petitioned 
for the document, 
and it was sent to him 
in South America. 
There remains, how-
ever, an empty space 
on the Spanish Rid-
ing School (SRS) ros-
ter next to the year, 
1967, where Karl’s 
name should appear. 
(SRS did not return 
emails on the subject.) 
In addition to the cer-
tificate, he left behind 

two sons and an ex-wife. They still live in Vienna along with three 
of  his grandchildren. His second wife, Cindy Sydnor, joined him 
on his move to Brazil. In Brazil, Karl was able to propagate his ap-
proach, and he enjoyed testing the “whole horse training” theories 
on the different breeds he found there. 
 After four years, he fulfilled a boyhood dream of  moving to 
the United States where he’s spent the past 40-plus years refin-
ing his system, describing it as “an endangered species” that he’s 
made his life’s work to protect and pass down. He defines the 
“Mikolka Method” as being “based upon the most natural de-
velopment of  the horse’s character and body—it is equine body 
building [physical] and educating the [horse’s] mind so that the 
horse is not stuck in the alphabet but knows how to read more 
difficult sentences.” It is a lengthy process requiring patience and 

Karl Mikolka

Col. Alois Podhajsky was the director of  the 
Spanish Riding School in Vienna, Austria, 
from 1939-1964, and Karl Mikolka credited 
his dog Lumpi with helping him gain admit-
tance.

Karl Mikolka performed the Levade on Neopolitano Stana at the Spanish 
Riding School. 

ingenuity, and he believes his program differs from many other 
training methods used in today’s competitive dressage school-
ing. “The competitive approach is to practice movements, always 
the movements!” he says. “They ride the movements and forget 
to ride the horse! You must ride the horse. Meaning make him 
supple, make him agile, make him equally left- and right-handed. 
“Most dressage horses are one-sided, just like people,” he con-
tinues. “So this one-sidedness was the first thing in Vienna that 

It was one lesson, but it was enough to 
poison me.”       –KARL MIKOLKA
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was eliminated through proper longeing and then longeing with a 
rider—a process that took almost 1½ years.”
 In the United States, he began his career on the East Coast, 
opening the Massachusetts Dressage Academy at Friar’s Gate 
Farm in Pembroke, MA. Following his divorce from Sydnor in 
1975, he moved his base of  operation to Long Island, N.Y. Over 
the years, Karl’s philosophy sometimes bumped up against the 
more mainstream dressage paradigms and, as a result, he found 
he preferred training to competing. “I like to pass, preserve, and 
everywhere I went, I was trying to do this,” he says. This prefer-
ence was informed by his perceived politics of  the sport, a conclu-
sion he reached after years of  judging at shows and selection trials 
(including the Olympic Games trials). “The stupid politics! And 
later I saw this, as a judge again and again until I quit,” he says. 
“The sport is infiltrated with political—not even correctness— in-
correctness! Which ruins the whole thing.” 
 During these years, he spent some time working at the 
Steinkraus’ farm in Connecticut. Bill Steinkraus employed un-
conventional methods for training his horses, often riding them 
around a racetrack he built on his property to increase their 
stamina. Karl credits Steinkraus with improving his riding. “Bill 
Steinkraus loved to ride with me, setting a pace that was quite 
different from what a dressage-only horse could maintain,” he re-
members. “He taught me the finer points of  true forward riding.” 
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communicating with the horses. When the rider has a clear sys-
tem, the horses have a clear understanding.” 
An Extended Family
Karl is clearly a beloved mentor, and his devotees’ admiration is 
as much for the man as his methods. Never was this more evi-
dent than during his recent bout with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 
which was diagnosed in 2009. “Karl was diagnosed with cancer 
the week after the last clinic he did at our farm in California,” says 
Peters. “Most of  his students, from all around the country, sup-
ported him during his year of  treatment by donating clinic fees, 
making monthly contributions, doing what we could to help him 
and his lovely wife Lynn through a difficult period in their life. “I 
know for myself, there was not a second thought about helping 
him,” she continues. “The amount of  knowledge and effort he 
put forth over a 15-year period to make me a better rider, trainer 
and teacher could never possibly be repaid to him. It was the least 
I could do.” 
 Speaking about that time, Karl declares, “I never was afraid! 
I never was afraid of  dying; it was really weird. I never thought 
about it! I trusted the doctor.” The doctor, James D. Levine of  
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, was a smaller 
man, reminding him of  his father and his mentor, Cerha, and 
right from the start he got “good vibes” from him. Good vibes, 
I learn, is one of  the highest compliments Karl pays, having 
learned to trust his intuition. It’s a skill honed over many years 
of  working with horses and learning to interpret and depend on 
nonverbal communication. Karl is also a man of  “tremendous 
faith and a devout Catholic,” shares Lynn. She confesses, “I was 
terrified! I have faith too, but I was terrified!” 
 At this, Karl tenderly glances at his fourth wife, a Juilliard-
trained professional musician and dancer he loved at first sight. 
“This young lady walked by me [at a clinic he was conducting] 
and sssssssttt! sssttttt! ssssst! ssssttt!” His sound effects again bring 
the story to life as he makes shooting sparks noises. “I am not kid-
ding! Sparks were flying! I remember I said to myself, ‘I have to 
behave. There is something special here.’ ” Twenty-six years later 
that something special remains evident. “In the SRS we learned 
that in order to teach a horse, you need to be prepared to repeat 

They ride the movements and forget to ride the horse!” –KARL MIKOLKA

Karl Mikolka rode his dressage 
horses on the racetrack at Bill 
and Helen Z. Steinkraus’ 
farm in Connecticut. “Bill 
Steinkraus loved to ride with 
me, setting a pace quite different 
from what a dressage-only horse 
could maintain. He taught me 
the finer points of  true forward 
riding,” he said.

 Karl Mikolka rode his dressage horses on the racetrack at Bill 
and Helen Z. Steinkraus’ farm in Connecticut. “Bill Steinkraus 
loved to ride with me, setting a pace quite different from what 
a dressage-only horse could maintain. He taught me the finer 
points of  true forward riding,” he said.
 Realizing his true desire was to train those passionate about 
classical dressage, he eventually found his way to Tempel Farms, a 
6,000-acre farm outside of  Chicago that was home to more than 
400 Lipizzaners. Karl worked there from 1980-1997. His passion 
is contagious, and along the way his fiery commitment to his art 
has inspired many in the dressage community who regard Karl as 
the last of  his kind and share in his desire to preserve the lessons 
of  the past. “It takes quite a bit of  discipline to adhere to Karl’s 
system, which was discipline in yourself, first and foremost,” says 
Grand Prix rider Shannon Peters. “Being physically and men-
tally prepared to train the horse to its potential, no shortcuts, no 
tricks.” She praises his “methodical approach to training. It makes 
sense to me as a rider and, most importantly, is a clear way of  
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The Gaited 
Morgan Horse
– A rare but versatile Breed

By Cindy McCauley, FOSH Member and Author

The qualities of a Morgan horse - versatile, intelligent, and pleasurable at the walk, trot 
and canter. And what about the gaited Morgan? A gaited Morgan? Yes, a gaited Morgan. 
A horse with the standard three gaits, but also carrying the rider in a smooth-gaited 
ride. Many fans of the Morgan horse have no idea that the gaited Morgan exists. But 
the owners and breeders of these special Morgans love and admire their outstanding 
qualities. The hope is that this incredibly versatile segment of the Morgan breed will 
gain in numbers. Right now, under 1,000 are thought to exist.
 Ask any gaited Morgan owner. Gaited Morgans make outstanding trail riding 
horses because of their single-foot, easy four-beat gait, covering a lot of ground in 
a gentle easy-on-the-back ride. An amble many call it. One thing is certain. Gaited 
Morgans serve as amazing trail horses, but even better, they offer their riders so much 
more. The gaited Morgan’s versatility in multiple disciplines is at the top of the list. 
Several are proving to be successful in eventing, driving, Western dressage, cowboy 
or gaited open classes on the rail and in ranch horse competitions. Many are great 
all-around rides for youth, amateur or professional because they are so intelligent and 
willing. And the bow on the gaited Morgan package is the good looks coupled with 
athletic ability and a “don’t quit” attitude.
 The common misconception is that Morgans are strictly three-gaited. The Ameri-
can Morgan Horse Association (AMHA) only recognizes three gaits. If a gaited Morgan 
is entered into the traditional show ring, the horse must be able to perform the trot 
well and will not be judged on another gait. Gaited Morgans are eligible to compete 
in only open AMHA classes. However, the good news is that the AMHA is expanding 
the opportunity for them to show in general classes.

Origins
Gaited Morgans have been around since the beginning of the breed when Justin Mor-
gan and his cousin John bred their highly touted stallion Figure to available mares, 
many that were from the Narragansett pacer lines. The ultimate goal was to achieve 
a rather short, drafty-but-stylish pulling, driving and saddle horse. According to the 
American Morgan Horse Association’s “Origins of the Morgan Horse,” Figure, a stallion 
with 25 percent pacer bloodlines, was able 
to outwalk, outtrot, outrun and outpull other 
horses. Eventually becoming known as Justin 
Morgan, this stud was bred to many mares 
throughout the Connecticut River Valley and 
Vermont, passing on his outstanding character-
istics through several generations. The Justin 
Morgan bloodlines carried on through three 
of his famous sons - Sherman, Bulrush, and 
Woodbury, but those bloodlines also influenced 
many breeds including the Tennessee Walking 
Horse, the Missouri Foxtrotters, the American 
Saddlebreds, and Rocky and Kentucky Mountain 
Horses, as well as several other gaited breeds.
 Joe Patchen (a registered Morgan - 
#5544) but also list in the American Trotting 
Horse registry, was introduced into the Morgan 
gene pool under Rule Two and sired the great 
American Standardbred--Dan Patch, a pacer 
that held an unofficial record for the mile 

which stood for 54 years before it was broken - 1:55-1/4 - an incredible pace. Much 
of Joe Patchen’s and his son, Dan Patch’s, genetic influence was carried on by their 
owners, the LU Sheep Ranch, Meeteetse, Wyoming, in their outstanding Morgan breeding 
program. The ranch is known for its band of exceptional mares whose progeny have 
had a significant impact on western working, sport, and show Morgans.
    Pacing bloodlines continued to influence Morgan bloodlines, but the drop in 
demand for the ambling saddle horse and more desire for speed at the trot changed 
the direction of Morgan breeding programs. Standardbreds became more highly 
sought than Morgans for the racing industry, and automobiles became the mode of 
transportation. Morgan breeders suddenly had to focus on one remaining area of 
demand - the US Cavalry. The Morgan Horse had played a significant role in the Civil 
War. General Stonewall Jackson’s Morgan pacer, Little Sorrel, is a prime example of 
the usefulness of the Morgan in battle. While most of the Confederate Cavalry were 
mounted on American Saddlers ( Saddlebreds), this little horse, also known as Fancy, 
was the General’s favorite battle mount. Morgans were bred for the cavalry remounts 

until the late 1940’s. 
 The focus of raising Morgans began 
to turn toward producing show horses. When 
the single-foot gait was deemed inappropriate 
for the show ring, breeders began to emphasize 
the three standard gaits. But in the western 
states, the goal of breeders was to produce 
working ranch horses, a role in which the gait-
ed Morgans were much more suited because 
of their ability to cover forty or fifty miles 
rounding up cattle, with much more comfort 
for the rider. The single-foot gait does not 
interfere with the horse’s ability to cut or rope 
cattle, so the gaited Morgan fit the demand 
for working ranch horses, eventually increasing 
the number of gaited Morgans registered in the 
Morgan Single-Foot Horse Association (MSFHA).

Breed Characteristics
The AMHA describes the ideal Morgan breed’s 
characteristics as having stamina and vigor. 

Linn Hokana and Gold Nugget Amber (aka Gracie) participating 
in a Cowboy Dressage Schooling Show. Riding in 2 Western 
Dressage tests and 2 Cowboy Dressage tests, they went home 
with 3 first place ribbons and a 4th place with a very respectable 
score.  (photo submitted by Vali Suddarth)

A guest rider at Missouri Morgans is experiencing the 
smooth ride of a gaited Morgan (photo - Vali Suddarth)
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The ideal Morgan should have an expressive slightly dished 
face with broadly spaced, large prominent eyes. The nostrils 
should be large; the jowls well-rounded and the ears short 
and alert. The ideal height ranges from 14.1 to 15.2 hands 
although individuals can be over or under those parameters. 
The croup should be well-rounded, and should not be higher 
that the withers. The Morgan’s underline should be long 
with a deep heart girth. The body should be close coupled 
and compact with a short back. The chest should be well-
developed and the front legs perpendicular to the ground, 
closely attached to the body.. The Morgan should show ani-
mation and alertness. The ideal Morgan is adaptable with a 
willing attitude.

Gait Description
The AMHA criteria focus on three gaits - walk, trot, and canter 
with modifications of those gaits in the Park and Driving 
classes; however gaited Morgans offer additional gaits, varying 
with the individual horse. According to Suddarth, “Gaits of the 
gaited Morgan are normally about an average length of stride, 
not too short or choppy and not too extended like a camel 
walk. The gait is comfortable to ride and moderate in speed, 
not too fast and not too slow.” Gary Seibert, gaited Morgan 
breeder and owner of Jellico Farms - Naturally Gaited Morgans 
and author of Chapter 20 - IJA Judging Standards (2005) 
states, “Gaited Morgans have the same great noted Morgan 
characteristics, plus you get the bonus of the easy gaits which 
range from the Stepping Pace, Saddle Rack, Rack, Flat-Footed 
Walk, and Running Walk. Some riders like the Stepping Pace, 
Flat Footed Walk or the Saddle Rack for pleasure riding. A 
rider will find that the Running Walk or Full-out Rack will 
cause the scenery to go by in a blur.”

Gaited Morgan Versatility
Gaited Morgan owners are enjoying success in multiple disciplines through open shows. 
Western dressage and cowboy dressage are at the top of the list for Lin Hokana 
and his gaited Morgan, Gold Nugget Amber. The pair have been riding dressage since 
the fall of 2011. The first tests they ever rode were at a schooling show in 2013 
where they were pleased to just ride respectably. Not only did the team win three 
first place ribbons and a fourth with good scores in dressage, but they also logged 
160 hours in the AMHA Pathways program, focusing on Western dressage principles. 
Hokana says that Gracie embodies all the wonderful qualities Morgans are known for. 
She listens closely, always gives it her all and studies her lessons between rides. The 
horse is smarter than the rider! She has been fun to work with and is turning into a 

tremendous dance partner in Western/Cowboy dressage principles 
work. Gracie is bred to be gaited and has some gait, but she is 
not being ridden in gait for dressage - yet!
 Several GMHO members are trying their gaited Morgans in 
other disciplines. Eventing competitive trail riding, working ranch 
horse events, and new events like cowboy dressage and FOSH’s 
gaited horse dressage are providing new venues for this versatile 
horse. While definitely excelling on the trails, the gaited Morgan 
can be competitive in the traditional show ring.

Gaited Morgans Receive Awards from AMHA
Two prime examples exist of gaited Morgans being able to excel 
within the American Morgan Horse Association framework. One, 
Mary Mels Glo-Girl, was a chestnut filly foaled in 1972, bred and 
owned by Mel Frandsen. She was a Stellar daughter out of Irish 
Mist. This filly stood about 14.2 hands, according to Martha Miller, 
Arizona, who owned the mare from 1980 until 1990. Mary Mels 
Glo-Girl was shown and placed very well at the Morgan Grand 
Nationals and World Championships over a two year period, 1982 
and 1983. She also won and placed at several lower level shows 
in Roadster classes. At that time, it was rare to have a gaited 
Morgan gain success in the AMHA show ring. Miller thought highly 
of Glo-Girl. “She was amazingly athletic and great under saddle, 
both English and Western, or in harness. She was also easy to 
get along with, and virtually bomb-proof for children.” She was 
a gaited mare, yet able to excel in the trot and win in the 
show world. To learn more about Mary Mels Glo Girl, visit www.
gaitedmorgans.org.
 Secondly, on February 14, 2014, AMHA notified Martha Duch-
nowski that she and her gaited Morgan Blythewood Barre Vermont 
(aka Pee Wee) won the 2013 AMHA High Point Trail and High 
Point General Category awards! Ironically, Duchnowski had bought 

the gelding for her son Jimmy. She was able to get a great deal on the gelding 
because he was pacey. While Jimmy tried working with Barre, he just didn’t want to 
ride a gaited horse. So, Martha, who has Lupus and bruises easily, began riding the 
horse. She fell in love with his “strange gait” and found his gaited way of going very 
comfortable to ride. According to Martha Duchnowski, gaited Morgan owner and GMHO 

“A well-broke gaited Morgan is 
a thinking horse. They are very 
athletic, durable, smart and 
beautiful. The gaited Morgan is 
a Baroque appearing horse with 
small ears, arching neck, and 
a pretty face. They have a good 
temperament and learn quickly. 
The gaited Morgan is adaptable 
to many environments and 
suited for many uses.” States Vali 
Suddarth, gaited Morgan breeder, 
GMHO/ Morgan Single-Footing 
Horse Association member/FOSH 
member and certified IJA Judge

Jim Suddarth riding Mo Jo River, a 6 year 
old gaited Morgan gelding

Mary Mel’s Mystery, bred and owned by Mel Frandsen, one of the 
founders of the Gaited Morgan Horse Organization dba Morgan 
Single-Footing Horse Association, formed in 1996. Frandsen’s 
stallion became one of the premier ambassadors of the gaited 
Morgan breed appearing at the Midwest Horse Fair in the Stallion 
Revue.  (photo by Bridget Lockridge)

cont’d page 22
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member, “Barre is so much fun to ride. He is very light and responsive in the mouth 
and smooth to ride. It is obvious he really enjoys all the attention and stimulation 
that riding give. His gaiting keeps improving as I read and re-read all the gaited 
articles. . .” Read more about her personal story of growing and learning with Barre 
on the Gaited Morgan Horse Organization website at www.gaitedmorgans.org.

Promoting the Gaited Morgan
The Gaited Morgan Horse Organization (GMHO) dba Morgan Single-Footing Horse 
Association was formed in 1996 by Mel Frandsen of Mary Mel Morgans, Utah, and 
Bill and Lea Heib of DIA H Gaited Morgans, Washington. Mel Frandsen, one of the 
original promoters of gaited Morgans, bred Mary Mel’s Mystery, a gaited Morgan 
stallion. It was confirmed in a video taken by the late Lee Zeigler, that the stallion 
demonstrated seven different gaits. He has over 40 foals on the ground, and many of 
them are gaited. Frandsen’s Mary Mel’s Mystery has served as a great ambassador for 
the gaited Morgan. A video of the horse participating in the Stallion Review at the 
Midwest Horse Fair can be seen at http://www.jerichocreekfarms.com/videos/videos.
htm#mystery.revues 
 Another pioneer in promoting gaited Morgans was Bill Heib, joined by his wife, 
Lea, in 1989. Bill and Lea owned DIA H Morgans in Washington state. Lea Heib shared 
her husband Bill’s love of the gaited Morgan. “Bill was responsible for raising so many 
gaited Morgans. In 1992 we registered both Valiant and a daughter of his, DIA H 
Sissy in the North American Single-Footing Horse Association. After that, the calls really 
started coming in.” 
 Ann Gerhardt, a known Mountain horse advocate, Jackie Farmer, Bill and Lea 
Heib gathered known breeders in Utah – Bruce Olson, Noslo Morgans; Mel Frandsen, 
Mary Mel Morgans; and Gary Gray, Silvershoe Morgans to discuss forming the Morgan 
Single-Footing Horse Association. The club was accepted as a service organization of 
the AMHA, thanks to the work of these folks and others. Membership numbers have 
been as high as 165 at times.
 GMHO (dba Morgan Single-Footing Horse Association) promotes all Morgan 
types and disciplines. The GMHO is a non-profit organization, governed by a Board of 
Directors, whose mission is to promote the inherent four beat gaits found within the 
present registry of the Morgan breed. They publish a quarterly printed magazine, The 
Gaited Morgan Horse Organization Magazine.
 GMHO’s Gaited Morgans Do It All brochure states: “We are committed to 
research, education and promotion of these Morgan horses due to their outstanding 

athletic abilities.” The GMHO is planning a fall ride in the Shawnee National Forest 
in the fall of 2014 and will participate in Horsefest 2014, Springfield, Missouri, March 
21-23 with five horses on display and for riding. The group will distribute GMHO, 
AMHO and FOSH brochures as well.
 Current breeders of gaited Morgans are few and far between. Because of that, 
gaited Morgans are a rare breed, and finding one that is going well under saddle, 
ready to hit the trails, is sometimes a challenge. The leadership of the GMHO hopes 
that through their organization, interested horse enthusiasts will find them (trail 
ready gaited Morgans) ride them and come to appreciate them. Their hope is that 
the demand for these special horses will grow and breeders will be encouraged to 
responsibly breed this rare and unique horse. 
 Gaited Morgans are currently registered with the American Morgan Horse As-
sociation without indication of gaitedness. But the GMHO offers free gait analysis 
which can verify the gait of your gaited Morgan. The demand for gaited Morgans is 
not yet large enough for a registry, but members of the GMHO can have their horses 
gaits recorded with a video, photos, or publication of the horse’s name in the GMHO 
printed magazine. The website discusses how anyone can obtain a free gait analysis of 
their Morgan horse. Members have dedicated countless hours to create a friendly and 
cooperative association for Gaited Morgan admirers.
 Various breeders are promoting the gaited Morgan breed as well. Gary Seibert, 
owner of Jellico Farms authored Chapter 20 for the IJA Rulebook used in judging 
gaited Morgan classes. Seibert was invited by the AMHA to present demonstrations of 
the gaited Morgan at their 2006 annual convention in Louisville. 
 In 2008, a group of gaited Morgan owners started a weekly e-mail communi-
cation containing information about gaits. That led to the formation of the Gaited 
Morgans Association in 2009. The Association’s website serves as a vehicle for promot-
ing the breed through educational articles about Morgans and general educational 
material for all horse owners. Those interested can join the group’s website without 
cost. Social media is the primary vehicle used to present member information. For 
more about the Gaited Morgans Association, visit the website at http://gaitedmor-
gansassociation.com or check them out on Facebook.
 True believers, the gaited Morgan owners and breeders know that their horses 
are intelligent, willing, strong and versatile. These incredible, beautiful athletes are 
willing to take you where you want to go. These horses may offer what you want 
as a rider. Check out the websites. Talk to the breeders and owners. Better yet, try a 
gaited Morgan out. A bit of a warning, though. You may just get hooked! 

Information for this article was obtained from the following resources: American 
Morgan Horse Association website - www.morganhorse.com; Gaited Morgan 
Horse Organization website http://www.gaitedmorgans.org; Gaited Morgans As-
sociation website - http://www.gaitedmorgansassociation.com; Lea Heib - wife 
of Bill Heib and co-owner of DIA H Morgans, Washington state; Gary Seibert 
- owner of Jellico Farms,gaited Morgan breeder, author of Chapter 20 - IJA Rule-
book and webmaster of http://www.gaitedmorgansassociation.com, member of 
Friends of Sound Horses; and Vali Suddarth - co-owner Missouri Morgans, gaited 
Morgan breeder, member of GMHO (dba Morgan Single-Footing Association), 
member of Friends of Sound Horses, registered IJA judge

Gaited Morgan

Jellico Bliss being shown in hand at the FOSH 2006 World 
Championship, owned by Gary Seibert of Jellico Farms Gaited 
Morgans, Shelbyville, Kentucky. photo: Cindy McCauley

Martha Duchnowski, ADS Breed Steward AMHR and AMHR 
ADS Chair, Region 1, riding Blythewood Barre Vermont (aka Pee 
Wee) won the 2013 AMHA High Point Trail and High Point 
General gategories. (photo submitted by Vali Suddarth)
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 One of  her passions is equine advocacy, primarily focusing 
on the abusive training methods of  the Tennessee Walking Horse. 
Employing Karl and his techniques, they’ve retrained a number 
of  these horses, teaching them to move more naturally and away 
from their original careers as gaited show horses. “Producing 
genuinely good riding horses with good minds and good manners 
is his special skill, and teaching others how to do that too is my 
definition of  a true horseman,” says Beatty. 
 I ask Karl if  he ever feels like quitting or giving up on a horse 
and he, in his now familiar expressive style, answers, “Giving up 
was not done! Quitting was not in our vocabulary! It was not done 
until you really explored all avenues; you never give up. Never 
give up in riding. Always—if  you give up—you [are a] loser. So I 
don’t want to be a loser!”
 Beatty’s efforts, combined with Karl’s, have gone a long way 
toward ensuring his methods will continue. He cites three stu-
dents of  note who will carry forth the torch: Anita Adams of  Mt. 
Horeb, WA, Don Paulhaus of  Woodside, Calif.Anon and Steffen 
Peters also helped plant the seed, nurturing it as it grows (Nut-
ter’s husband, Scott Nutter, was the driving force behind Karl’s 
acceptance into the Hall of  Fame). His new website, www.mikol-
kadressage.com , is a testament to his training philosophy and al-
lows for the wider dissemination of  his life’s work. It was another 
unexpected gift. One of  his students, who is also a graphic/web 
designer, created it without Karl’s knowledge. “Karl always tells 
us that the horse is the book you learn to read, but Karl Mikolka 
is the teacher who gave us the vocabulary we needed to open that 
book,” sums up Beatty. There is a saying in Vienna that “the horse 
makes the man noble,” and that certainly seems to be a fair as-
sessment of  the man nicknamed 
“The Master.” As we wrap up 
our talk, the morning fog has lift-
ed, and the skies over Gloucester, 
while still moody and atmospher-
ic, have brightened. 
 Karl offers this final thought: 
“I don’t know anything but riding. 
I feel really good about myself. I 
never screwed anybody by selling 
a lame horse for big bucks and, 
like my wife is devoted to music, 
I am devoted to this! My greatest 
desire always was to learn how to 
ride and train the noble horse so 
that it can fully develop—in the 
most natural way possible—its 
physical and mental abilities.”
Originally published by The 
Chronicle of  the Horse, to subscribe 
go to chronofhorse.com/subscribe

something three times—which is called one reprise,” he explains 
of  his multiple marriages. “If  the first time it should fail, you have 
two more times to make it better. Three wives were a reprise. A 
new reprise in riding starts not with number No. 4 but with No. 1. 
Lynn therefore is and always will be No. 1!” 
 Along with the financial support they received from the larg-
er dressage community nothing meant more to the Mikolkas than 
a privately published hardbound book containing some 70 essays 
and tributes about Karl titled Why Me?: A Tribute to the Master, 
Oberbereiter Karl Mikolka. The question “Why me?” is one of  
Karl’s trademark sayings, sometimes in jest, sometimes as a com-
plaint. In this book, thoughts on his teachings are organized into 
chapters with titles such as “Mastery: Inspired by Passion and Cu-
riosity, Accomplished by Education” and “What Is A Teacher?” 
This exquisite labor of  love is more than 100 pages and contains 
photograph after photograph of  horses and followers who’ve sup-
ported and believed in Karl over the years. It is an impressive 
physical testament to things sometimes difficult to qualify and, as 
Lynn explains, “It was a surprise and came at the perfect time, 
when Karl’s spirits were low, and he was feeling ill.” 
Dressage Is For Every Horse 
This project was spearheaded by Cherie Beatty, a longtime sup-
porter and advocate of  Karl’s system. Beatty first met Karl in the 
mid-1990s at one of  his clinics. “When I heard Karl say for the 
first time that every horse must and can be trained—not every 
expensive horse or every talented horse or every rider with a trust 
fund to afford such training, but every horse, and that he had a 
system that had been taught to him that would improve every 
horse and every rider if  followed without deviation, I knew I had 
found the person and the method I believed in,” she says. “I be-
lieved in it because I saw it work with horse after horse, including 
the throwaway horses, the washouts, the untalented, the less than 
ideal.” She was so inspired by what he could accomplish with 
his classical horsemanship techniques that when she unexpect-
edly came into a bit of  money, she decided, after jokingly toying 
with “the idea of  buying a house in Hawaii,” to instead “build a 
place where anyone could come who really wanted to learn and 
to follow that system. Here they would find a welcome and quality 
instruction, and Karl would be freed from the pressure of  a grind-
ing clinic schedule and be able to work in a central location.” 
 Further explaining her motivation, she says, “Like many 
people who take up horses, I did not come from a privileged 
background, and my parents were decidedly lower middle class. I 
could never afford the best horses or the best lessons or the best of  
anything when I was a younger person. Building Snug Harbor’s 
Riding School [in Unionville, Tenn.,] to his specifications was the 
best thing I could have done with that money! It has given so 
many people who lack means but not authentic desire a riding 
home and access to the best instruction.” 
 Over the years Karl has earned the reputation of  “The Re-
pairman,” and he finds a special joy and satisfaction in working 
with challenging or problem horses. “He adores the challenge of  
taking horses others would turn away and through careful appli-
cation of  the system, turning them into horses they never thought 
they’d be,” says Beatty.

I saw it work with horse after horse, in-
cluding the throwaway horses, the wash-
outs, the untalented, the less than ideal.” 
–CHERIE BEATTY September 16, 
2013 • chronofhorse.com 57 

Karl Mikolka has learned to 
play the French horn, inspired by 
his Juilliard trained wife, musi-
cian Lynn Mikolka. “Like my 
wife is devoted to music, I am 
devoted to [classical dressage].”

Karl Mikolka
cont’d from page 19
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BREEDERS
MISSOURI MORGANS 
easy gaited in color
Rare gaited Morgans located in the 
Heart of America near beautiful Lake of 
the Ozarks. www.missourimorgans.com 
for photos,videos and available horses.                                                            
Talk to Jim or Vali Suddarth at 417-286-
1954 or email us at vali@dam.net.

BATES GAITEd HORSES
(FOSH 2010 Trainer of the Year & Breeder 
of the Year)
Rocky & Nya Bates
Melba, Idaho 83641
Phone: 208 495 1606
Website: www.batesgaitedhorses.com

Training and gait repair of all flatshod 
breeds of gaited horses for pleasure, trail, 
hunting and field trial uses. Will travel to 
do clinics, lessons and individual education/
work and training horses.
 

Standing at stud-TWHBEA and Tennessee 
Walking Horse Heritage Society certified 
stallion Cruise with the Limo.
 

Sales of well bred young stock and well 
gaited, educated and willing mounts.

QUIlTEd MEAdOwS
Vicki & Martha Chatten
PO Box 41, Schoolhouse Lane
Tuckahoe, NJ 08250
Phone: 609-628-2075
Email: vchatten@verizon.net

BAREFOOT WALKING HORSES for trail 
show or just pure pleasure! Martha Chat-
ten, riding instructor for gaited and non-
gaited breeds. IJA judge. 609-743-1094

GAITEd MORGAN HORSE 
ORGANIZATION               
The Official Gaited Morgan Horse 
Organization dba since 1996 as 
the Morgan Single-Footing Horse 
Association, is the National Service 

Looking for your next trail horse, trainer, or breeding stallion?
Check out these fine farms...

Organization of the American Morgan 
Horse Association. This first American 
breed has gaited genetics found in 
certain lines passed forward from the 
beginning of the breed 200 years ago, 
through crosses with gaited breeds of 
the era. Gaited Morgans can perform 
a variety of gaits. For information and 
alist of horses for sale, see our website 
at www.gaitedmorgans.org. Join us on 
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/
groups/gaitedmorganhorseorganization/              
Contact Jim Suddarth, President at 417-
286-4720

THE PURE PlEASURE 
GAITEd HORSE ASSOc. Of 
OklAHOMA
The PPGHA provides fun, fellowship, social 
and educational activities for owners and ad-
mirers of the naturally gaited pleasure horse 
and presents a positive image of the natu-
rally gaited pleasure horse to the community 
and the public at large through PPGHA ac-
tivities; contributes wherever and however 
possible to charitable organizations involved 
with the welfare and protection of the horse; 
encourages through education and example 
the use of humane care, training and treat-
ment of all gaited horses; so that the gaited 
pleasure horse can be recognized as a con-
tributing member of the equine community. 
For more information, contact Cris Van Horn 
at 918-688-1898 or 2cloudsdancing@tds.
net; www.ppgha.com

SOUTHERN cOMfORT 
GAITEd HORSE clUB
www.gaitedhorseclub.com 
  

Southern Comfort promotes activities 
highlighting the smooth ride and versatility 
of all gaited horse breeds. Pursuits include 
trail riding, competitions, shows, exhibitions, 
clinics and many other equine qctivities. The 
club promotes horse safety and friendship 
for all that are interested in horses. Owning 
a horse is not a requirement. 
  

SCGHC is based in South Western Idaho and 
is a flat shod exclusive club with members 
contributing and supporting varied interests 
using sound natural horses. 

FOSH Directory

TRAINERS

GAITED CLUBS

Jo Anne Behling Wauwatosa, WI

Pamela Brand Carlisle, PA 

Sarah Bushong-Weeks Denver, CO

Julie Church Pagosa Springs, CO

Mary & William Church
 Pagosa Springs, CO

Luella DeBono Eden Prairie, MN

Beverly Foster St. Augustine, FL 

Nancy Gillespie Pullman, WA

Cristine Holt Dubuque, IA

Jane Howlett Pocatella, ID

Marty Irby Semmes, AL

Sue De Laurentis
 Dripping Springs, TX

Bobbie Jo Lieberman

Dianne Little Calgary, AB 

Debbie Locke Mack, CO

Ann Loveless St. Robert, MO

Maggie MacAllister Staunton, VA 

Jonelle T. McCoy Prague, OK

Frank Neal Nashville, TN

Lori Northrup Ellicottville, NY

Anne Northrup Ellicottville, NY

Shellie Pacovsky Baineville, MT 

Denise Parsons 

Anita Rau Catlett, VA

Debbie Rash Chico, CA 

Southern Comfort 
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Bucky & Nancy Sparks Cortez, CO

Marcy Wadlington Canon City, CO

Leslie Weiler Pagosa Springs, CO

Laura Wyant Cheshire, OR
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Lifetime 

Members

Thank you for your gracious 
support
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Getting support to pass the Prevent All Soring Tactics Act (PAST 
Act, H.R. #1518/ S1406) is the key initiative for significant 
change in the soring tradition that goes on for Tennessee Walking 
show horses. The Congressional bi-partisan co-sponsors of  H.R. 
#1518 for the Horse Protection Act number 263 as of  this writing, 
and the related Senate bill #S.1406 has 43 supporters from the 
Senate.   Sincere thanks go to the volunteers and employees who 
are spending their time and energy to be in Washington D.C. 
explaining this issue to Congressmen and their staffers. If  you 
haven’t already contacted your Congressman and two Senators 
to ask them to support and co-sponsor the H.R. #1518/S1406, 
please do so immediately. If  you go to www.Congress.gov  or 
Google “Bill H.R. 1518” you will get the most current update. 
 The organizations and individuals who have endorsed H.R. 
#1518 are quite an impressive list - veterinary organizations, 
humane groups, horse groups, individual clinicians, and famous 
people. Check out the detailed list under “News” at www.
stopsoring.com .  
 It has been a tumultuous few months of  progress toward 
bringing an end to soring. Many of  the well-known “big-lick” 
trainers have turned to other styles of  training, or have closed down 
their training barns. Many barns around Shelbyville, TN have “for 
sale” signs. The 2013 Tennessee Walking Horse Celebration Show 
audience and entries were down again for several years in a row.
 Two sources of  data about soring have been growing, and 
are frequently visited by Congressional aides, reporters, and the 
public. The web site www.stopsoring.com  now has over 500 
articles published around the world about soring, proof  that the 
word is getting out about this abuse. The web site www.hpadata.us  
now has almost 11,000 records of  soring violations, suspensions, 
fines, and foreign substance findings.
 The efforts to end soring continue. A very successful Sound 
Horse Summit occurred in Washington, D.C. this past October. 
Working to bring an end to soring abuses, this group is strong, 
concerted, and working well together. 
 The fourth Sound Horse Conference is being held in 
Brentwood, TN March 28 - 30, 2014. Many of  the presentations 
will be on the future of  sound, gaited competitions and successful 
professional trainers. We thank our sponsors for making this 
educational event possible yet again, including Friends of  Sound 
Horses (FOSH), the Humane Society of  the United States (HSUS), 
the American Horse Protection Association (AHPA), the National 
Walking Horse Association (NWHA), the American Veterinarian 
Medical Association (AVMA), the Animal Welfare Institute, the 
Parelli Education Institute, Frank Neal, The Winners Circle 
Horse Supply, David Pruett, Walking Horse Owners Association 
(WHOA), the ASPCA, and the American Association of  Equine 
Practitioners (AAEP).  To register to attend this conference on the 
future of  the walking horse, visit  www.SoundHorseConference.
com.
 And finally, watch for updates on the veterinarian colleges 
where we have been invited to give presentations on soring during 
2014.  These presentations will help inform future veterinarians 
about this abuse, so they can be aware and involved.

Anti-Soring 
Initiatives SOUND HORSE 

CONFERENCE
MARCH 28 - 30, 2014  | BRENTWOOD, TENNESSEE

www.SoundHorseConference.com

Sponsors

www.SoundHorseConference.com

Credits and Thanks
Please make a point to thank and support not only our sponsors and presenters, but also our hard-working  

volunteer committee members,  who made the 2014 Sound Horse Conference a reality:
Lori Northrup, Teresa Bippen, Nya Bates, David Pruett, Marty Irby, Donna Benefield, Clant Seay, and Lisa Harris.

Gratitude to Mary Ann Kennedy, Grammy-nominated hit songwriter and musician, for providing her horse loving music CDs 
as gifts for the Conference audience, and to Tom Spalding of Spalding Fly Predators, for providing his 2014 Calendar,  

with special illustrations by the famous horse veterinarian, Dr. Robert Miller.   
Note the April, 2014 artwork, featuring a scenario very appropriate for this Conference. 

DAVID  PRUETT
FRANK NEAL
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Lateral work can improve the horse’s balance, suppleness and 
strength. In order to effectively utilize lateral positions it is 
important to understand what the positions are, how they relate 
to each other, why and when you would utilize the different 
positions and how to execute each of  these movements. This 
article and the next complete this segment, looking at how these 
lateral positions are related by the 5 characteristics. 
 The 5 characteristics are: Direction, Bend, Orientation, 
Tracks and Gaits.
 Direction – the direction of  travel; Forward, Backward, 
Circular, Diagonally and/or Vertical. Some movements are a 
combination of  two directions i.e.: pirouettes are circular with a 
vertical component.
 Bend – the curvature of  the horse’s spine. Bend can be 
Left, Right, or Straight (no bend).
 Orientation – In or Out. This refers to the line of  the 
circle. “In” means to the inside of  the line of  the circle, while 
“Out” means to the outside of  the line of  the circle.
 Tracks – the number of  paths created by the legs of  the 
horse. Two tracks – the hind feet follow in the track of  the front 
feet; Three tracks – there are three distinct lines that the legs are 
on with two legs on the same path; and Four tracks – each leg 
forms a separate path, one for each leg.
 Gaits – I have limited the discussion to the three primary 
gaits, walk, trot, and canter and halt. Soft-gaited horses can 
perform lateral work. I am not well versed in the soft-gaits 
therefore; I will limit my discussion to the three primary gaits. 
 In the last segment, Part 4A, I defined each of  the lateral 
positions listed below. However the best way to understand and 
sense the differences is to move, which by the way is how the 
horse learns. We are going to use a zucchini again to feel the 
different positions. I strongly suggest you also get on the floor 
and position yourself  in each one to feel what part of  your body 
you must move in relation to the wall. Think about how the 
horse will be orientated underneath you. Finally consider how 
you have been positioning your horse so that you can diagnose 
why you are having difficulty. If  you can fully position yourself  
in both the optimum way and the way you have been doing 

Experiencing the 3 Track 
Movements
By Wendy Murdoch; Copyright© 2014. All rights reserved.
www.murdochmethod.com

it you should be able to 
find solutions to why you 
aren’t getting the desired 
results when you ride.

Zucchini Time
Get two small zucchini from the grocery store. A banana is 
the next best thing but remember that the bend on a zucchini 
is more accurate than a banana. Mark off  an “arena” on 
the dining room table. Give yourself  enough room for these 
exercises as you may travel around the arena quite a bit.
 Start by standing at the short end of  the arena. Please your 
horse (zucchini) on the left wall with the concave side facing 
the table (back rounded towards the ceiling). In this position 
your horse is straight with no bend. Roll the zucchini so that 
the “bend” (concave side) is on the right but the horse is still 
straight. The head of  the horse may have a slight right flexion 
but the body of  the zucchini is on the straight line. Proceed 
forward a little. This is the horse traveling straight along the left 
wall with a right bend.
 Now keep the bend on the right, hold the haunches of  
the horse in place and move the shoulders onto an inner track. 
Depending on how much you move the shoulders to the inside 
while keeping the hindquarters on the track will determine if  
you are in shoulder-fore or shoulder-in. Some people like to mark 
a spot on the zucchini for each of  the legs. If  you do this then 
you can determine if  you are in shoulder-fore or shoulder-in. In 
the shoulder-in the inside hind leg and outside fore leg will be 
on the same line of  travel, the inside fore leg and out side hind 
legs will be on separate tracks. Therefore the shoulder-in is three 
tracks (outside hind, inside hind and outside fore leg and inside 
foreleg). 
 Place two fingers over the horse’s back to simulate your 
legs. Have the finger on the inside placed at the crook of  the 
bend in the ribcage. Keeping the shoulders on an inside track 
so that you continue to maintain three tracks, proceed forward. 
Notice that as you move the horse forward you are moving away 
from the bend rather than into it. Therefore you are on a (right) 

*Direction: F = forward, B=backward, D=diagonally, C=circle, H=halt. ** Bend is Left (L), Right (R) moving into 
the bend or away from the bend

 
Movement Direction* Bend** Orientation Tracks Gaits 
Shoulder-fore F, D, C L, R away IN 2 W, T, C 
Shoulder-in F, D, C L, R away IN 3 W, T 
Shoulder-out F, D, C L, R away OUT 3 W, T 
Haunches-in (Travers)  F, D, C  L, R into IN 3,4 W, T, C 
Haunches-out (Renvers)  F, D, C  L, R into OUT 3,4 W, T, C 
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1. The name indicates which end of  the horse is deviated 
from the straight line (haunches or shoulders)

2. All can be ridden on a straight line, on the diagonal or 
on a circle

3. All orient the same way in the arena. In or out is 
determined by whether the shoulder of  hip is moved 
towards or away from the center of  the circle or wall.

shoulder-in moving forward on three tracks away from the bend. 
You can do this at walk and trot. Look at the chart and see that 
the direction a shoulder in can be ridden is on a straight line 
as above, on a diagonal line or on a circle. On the circle the 
shoulders are in relative to the circle and the horse is still on 
three tracks.
 Place your zucchini on the left wall again in a shoulder-in 
position. Now pick up the horse and move it to the right wall 
without changing the relative position of  the horse. In other 
words, maintain the three tracks. You will have to move slightly 
inward off  the track so that there is enough room for the 
shoulders. This is now a (right) shoulder-out. The only difference 
between shoulder-in and shoulder-out is the orientation to the wall 
or the line of  the circle. 
 If  you were to put the horse on a circle he would still be 
on three tracks but the shoulders would be to the outside of  
the circle. This is sometimes called a counter shoulder-in, similar 
to the idea of  counter bending. Notice that the bend is still to 
the right, the direction of  movement in relation to the bend is 
away, the number of  tracks is three and the gaits at which you 
can perform the shoulder-out are identical to the shoulder –in, walk 
and trot. The only difference is that the shoulders and bend are 
now oriented towards the outside of  the circle.
 Return to the right wall in shoulder-out. Roll the zucchini 
over so that it is now on a left bend. Move the shoulders in so 
that you form three tracks (outside hind leg, inside hind leg, 
outside foreleg, inside foreleg). You are now in (left) shoulder-in. 
The shoulders are placed on an inner track to the left rather 
than the right. When you have no walls, as when working in a 
field, it is often easier to refer to positions as left and right rather 
than out and in. Therefore I have put (left) and (right) to make 
this clearer.
 Again, shoulder-fore is a lesser degree of  shoulder-in, so 
you would reduce the amount of  inward displacement of  the 
shoulders to have (left) shoulder fore. The number of  tracks 
reduces to 2 or 2.5, all else (bend, orientation, direction) 
remaining the same except for gaits. De Kunffy states that 
shoulder-in is too extreme in canter therefore he only recommends 
shoulder-fore in that gait.
 Return your horse to a straight line (two tracks) on the right 
wall on the long side with the bend to the left. Now take the 
haunches off  the track to the inside keeping the shoulders on 
the track until you create three or four tracks (outside hind leg/
inside foreleg, inside hind leg, outside foreleg or each leg on a 
separate track) and proceed forward. This is a travers or haunches-
in (left). 
 From the track, pick your horse up (airs above the ground!) 
and maintaining the same position, place the horse on the 
left-hand wall. You are now in renvers or haunches-out (left). In 
haunches-out (as in shoulder-out) the hindquarters have moved 
towards the wall. Therefore, you will ride a straight line that is a 
slightly inner track in order for the horse to have room to move 
the hindquarters towards the wall. 
 Haunches-in/out is similar to shoulder-in/out in that the 
orientation in the arena is the determining factor between 
in and out. All else remains the same. The haunches-in/out 
movements could be described as left or right if  there was no 
wall. All these movements can be performed on either bend.
 To recap: The significant similarities between haunches-in/
out vs. shoulder fore/in/out are: continued page 28
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3 Movements
continued page from 27

4. All can be performed on either bend. 

The significant differences between haunches-in/out vs. shoulder 
fore/in/out are: 

1. Either the haunches or the shoulders have been moved 
to an inner track.

2. Haunches-in/out is moving into the bend whereas in 
shoulder fore/in/out is moving away from the bend. 

3. The number of  tracks can differ between haunches-in/
out and shoulder-in/out

4. Different degree of  angle off  the track (shoulder-in/out 
33° haunches-in/out 45°)

By the way, in case you were wondering, there is a preliminary 
movement for the haunches to similar to shoulder-fore. It is called 
second position and is comparable to first position, described 
above for the shoulders. According to Waldemar Seunig in The 
Essence of  Horsemanship, the horse has a slight evenly distributed 
bend in second position. The inside hind foot tracks the 
corresponding front foot. The outside hind leg tracks 1/2 hoof  
width inside the track of  the outside front leg. Seen from the 
front the outside hind foot becomes visible between the horse’s 
two front legs. The horse moves on two tracks and like haunches-
in the horse head is facing the direction of  movement. 
 If  you are still unclear about the differences between 
positions after this, I suggest you get on all fours and act out 
each lateral position. Feel where your balance is and what 
happens if  you shift your weight in different ways. Then walk 
around using two sticks for front legs and see if  you can recreate 
the positions. Notice how the shape of  your spine (rounded or 
arched) changes the balance. See if  you can embody the essence 
of  the balance necessary for your horse to carry you and move 
freely.
 This concludes examining lateral positions according to the 
5 characteristics of  Direction, Bend, Orientation, Tracks and 
Gaits. If  I have learned anything from writing these articles it is 
that there are more positions than I thought (or discussed in this 
series), there are a variety of  names for the same thing and there 
are differing opinions as to what, how and when each position 
should or could be used. Hopefully, as we begin to examine each 
lateral position more fully, the essence of  each movement and 
what it is attempting to accomplish will come to the forefront. 
 Ultimately lateral work needs to produce a horse that is 
supple, straight and willing to go forward with impulsion. 
Finally, there seems to be at least one thing all the masters agree 
on, the importance of  the shoulder-in. In the words of  De La 
Gueriniere, “[The shoulder-in] lesson produces so many good 
results at once that I regard it as the first and the last of  all those 
which are given to the horse…”
 In the next installment I will begin to describe a progression 
of  the lateral positions as might be used in training the horse. 
Now that we know what the basic differences are between the 
movements I want to make it clear that they are not ridden in 
isolation or between two letters in the dressage arena. All of  the 
lateral positions had a purpose, either to develop the horse’s 
athletic ability and/or for military purposes. Until then, enjoy 
the ride!
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When Horse Haven of Tennessee (HHT) found out that 
the fourth Sound Horse Conference would be held 

in Tennessee in 2014, we immediately asked “How can we 
be involved?” We were rewarded with a great opportunity 
to not only be able to bring some of our wonderful rescued 
Tennessee Walking Horses to be showcased but to also have 
clinician Gary Lane come to our facility to work with these 
horses. 
 Five of our fabulous volunteers were chosen to work 
with Gary and train five horses to be showcased at the Sound 
Horse Conference. Due to so many weeks of inclement 
weather, Gary was unable to come to Horse Haven until 
February 5th for his first visit. This did not leave us much 
time to get so much accomplished.
 Gary began his training in the classroom with instruction 
on biomechanics and gaits. The volunteers learned so much 
about the different gaits and how to recognize them. In his 
jovial way, he taught them about the importance of relaxation 
in the horse to achieve the desired gaits and how they would 
need to achieve this with the horses.
 The first hands-on training was tapping the horses to 
get a head down cue. This is done by tapping the horse on 
the hip until they lower their head. When the horse lowers 
its head, the tapping stops thus rewarding the effort with a 
release of pressure. 
 The horses picked up on this pretty quickly and some 
seemed so happy to be able to relax (head down) that they 
did not want to raise their head back up. Gary says that a 
horse with its head down is a thinking horse and a horse 
with its head up is a reactive horse.
 Gary left the volunteers with homework. They were 
to tap their horses every day. First they needed to get the 
response reliably at the hip, then they could move to the 
shoulder and finally to just behind the poll. He explained 

HORSE HAVEN OF 
TENNESSEE HELPS 
WITH 4TH SOUND 
HORSE CONFERENCE
By Stephanie Solomon, Equine Manager, Horse Haven of  Tennessee

that this would come in handy when they start riding these 
horses to help them relax.
 The five horses selected for the clinic with Gary Lane 
are all formerly neglected horses, their owners were all 
prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law and now it is time 
for them to find kind and caring relationships with humans. 
I am very confident that Gary and our volunteers will be able 
to help them through this next stage of their lives. I feel that 
when this training is done these horses will be well on their 
way to being wonderful mounts for their adopters. Horse 
Haven would like to thank FOSH and Gary Lane for this 
wonderful opportunity.

Horse Haven of Tennessee Rescues equines from 
cruel or dangerous situations; Provides shelter, 
care, rehabilitation, and adoption for abused 
and neglected equines; Assists law enforcement 
with investigation techniques and court 
preparation; Educates owners on compassion and 
responsible equine ownership; Heightens public 
awareness about abuse and neglect of equines; and 
Provides education to those who handle cruelty & 
neglect calls, and other equine emergencies within 
their county.   www.horsehavbentn.org
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The single biggest gift we can give our horses is becoming “live weight”—whether 
on the ground or in the saddle. I often hear this: If a person does not weigh 

much, the horse can carry him/her. It is not so much the rider’s weight but how the weight 
is utilized that makes the difference. I have chosen two young people and one adult for 
examples in this commentary. The young people, Rider #1 and Rider #2, are noticeably 
lighter and smaller in stature than Rider #3, who is an adult.
 What is the pivotal factor that can make the difference in the way the horses are 
moving? The rider’s posture. Does your skeleton (your bones and joints) move with 
the horse’s motion or not? Imagine this: You are holding a balloon out the window of 
a car while sitting in the passenger seat. The car is at a standstill and you can barely 
feel the balloon on the end of the string. The car is then put into gear, and as it slowly 
begins moving forward you feel the balloon’s weight in your hand, which reminds you 
to hang on to the string. The balloon suddenly feels much heavier because the force of 
the car moving forward applies pressure—force of gravity (G forces) on the balloon—the 
balloon became a DRAG! And it made you react by “getting braced”, hanging on with 
tightness to the string. This is exactly what happens to the rider’s body if their skeleton is 
bracing against the forward motion of the horse.

RideR # 1 
This young boy is showing what I describe as a “pocket-sitter” posture. The rider’s pelvis 
is tipped backwards. Men more commonly exhibit this. This posture is dead weight on 
a horse and creates a lot of heaviness and drag. The rider is always behind the motion. 

Developing a Connected Partnership 
with Your Trail Horse By Peggy Cummings

Join us on a learning 
adventure that will bring 
you and your horse more 
fun, success and safety on 
the trail

Reprinted by permission of the author and TrailBLAZER magazine, PO Box 27243, Prescott 
Valley, AZ 86312. For subscriptions visit www.trailblazermagazine.us, email subscriptions@
trailblazermagazine.us or call 928-759-7045

When you are “live weight” 
for your horse, every joint 
and bone in the horse’s 
body has freedom to move. 
If you have contact on 
a rein or lead line the 
horse will feel an elastic 
connection supporting and 
going with him as he is 
moving. Your joints aren’t 
stiff nor is your upper body 
falling behind the motion or 
forcing the motion. 
 When you are “dead 
weight” for your horse, 
your horse’s bones and 
joints don’t have freedom 
to move. If you arch or 
slump your back while you 
are riding or leading with 
contact on the rein or line, 
the horse will feel like you 
are pulling. There is no give 
and take, oscillations or 
“buoy” in your upper body; 
you are compressing and 
shutting down the elasticity 
available. 
 In this second 
in a series, Peggy’s 
commentaries reveal how 
we can be dead or live 
weight for our trail horses 
and how we can solve the 
“posture problem.”

Posture: The Pivotal Factor

Rider 1
Photo: Debbie Hopper; www.DebbieHopperPhotography.com 
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continued page 32

Notice the brace in the left front leg of the horse. Also the hind 
legs cannot “come through”; that is, engage and come under the 
horse’s body in order to push effectively. The rider is also holding 
on to the front of the saddle with a bent wrist, which adds a lot of 
torque and drag to his body. In order to counteract this force, the 
feet have to push forward in the stirrups.
 Solution: The rider has to find a way of better alignment 
during movement and learn how to bend at the hip joint instead 
of curving the lower back. Experiment with the following: Stand 
in front of a chair and place your hands in front of your hip joints 
(instead of your hips); that is, in the crease at the top of your leg. 
 Begin the action of sitting down, and let your knees widen. At 
this point your upper body will be slightly forward and you should 
feel no strain in your back or legs. The back should feel flat if you 
move your arm up and down your lower back. Pretend that your 
legs want to slide back and touch the edge of the chair, which will 
trigger a tiny movement of “MOON WALK” inside your shoes.
 If you attempt to do this movement with your back rounded, 
notice that the movement is more difficult. Back in the saddle: 
hold the front of the saddle by curling your fingers on the pommel 

without bending the wrist and tightening your hand. Assume the 
position that you did in front of the chair and find the ease of 
the tiny movement of your bones doing that “MOON WALK” 
inside your legs. Your legs have to be under your hips and your 
knees have to feel open in order to find ease in that movement. 
Notice that when you have found the ease in the movement, you 
can support yourself by holding the saddle without gripping. 

RideR #2 
This rider is exhibiting what I refer to as an “arched equitator” 
posture. This means that the rider’s pelvis is tipped forward 
and the lower back is going hollow and tight during movement. 
The effect on the horse is not only drag but also places a lot of 
concussion on the front legs. This rider is using the reins to help 
counterbalance her body and has to tighten her legs and back to 
maintain herself. Notice that the horse is braced at the base of the 
neck and in the front feet, and the hind legs cannot come under. 
 Solution: The same exercise as above: Find the position of 
bending at the hips, only this time the lower back has to soften 
and feel straighter and fuller. The knees have to be wide. Find the 

tiniest movement in your bones as if your legs wanted to walk 
backwards towards the chair. In this case this is only possible 
with less tension in the back and legs and more bend in the 
joints. Once in the saddle the hand can hold the front of the 
saddle with a straight wrist and no gripping. 
Both of these riders are affecting the horse’s stride quite 
significantly because of the way they are using their bodies. 
This is hard work for both horse and rider.

RideR #3
As you look at these three pictures what strikes you when 
you come to this one? Does the overall impression appear 
smoother and softer? This rider is moving with her horse! This 

Finding the Wiggle 
You can practice finding the 
minute movement at the walk, 
trot and canter. When you 
can initiate movement and 
change the movement of your 
bones while riding without it 
appearing that you are doing 
much of anything you will be 
on your way to connecting with 
your horse in movement and 
able to override the tendency to 
brace and grip with movement. 
I call this finding the wiggle in 
your legs. It is imperceptible 
to someone watching but your 
horse will notice the difference.

Rider 2 Photo: Debbie Hopper; www.DebbieHopperPhotography.com 
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Developing 
a Connected 
Partnership

does not mean that a rider can maintain this 
synchronicity every step of the way. The 
goal should be to find this freedom at least 
90% of the time. Her head, hips, and feet are 
in alignment, and the angles of the elbow, 
knee and ankle are well balanced. Her wrists 
are straight so the movement of the horse can 
come up and through her body to the horse’s 
mouth and back to build a continuous cycle 
of rebalancing and reciprocity. 
 There is softness in the reins and 
straightness from bit to elbow. Notice how 
this rider has a nice bend in the knee, and 
her knees are wide because her legs are not 
gripping This allows her bones and joints to 
be shock absorbers, evident in the stride of 
the horse. The horse is extending (telescoping) his neck and his 
nose is extended and parallel to the extended front foot. The 
hind legs are coming through from behind. 
 There is a nice bend in the hocks; there is a balance and 
dynamic movement between the front and rear legs. The right 
hind and left forelegs are in synch. Both horse and rider are 
mirroring each other. This rider is giving her horse the biggest 
give of “live weight” in this photo.

from page 32

WHAT THe HORSe WANTS 
FROM THe RideR
The horse wants the rider’s body to move 
with him and influence him through rhythm 
and movement—not squeezing, holding and 
bracing. The rider’s bones and joints have 
to be free to move and be in movement in 
order to appear quiet. The only way that this 
is possible is for the rider to have neutral 
posture. This is the place where your pelvis 
is in a natural position in order for movement 
and correct mechanics to take place. It is 
the only place where you have independent 
motion of your limbs, and your joints absorb 
the force of movement. This means that the 
movement of the horse is going through 
your body. Your core muscles also activate 
automatically to stabilize the body. This is 
where you achieve more performance with less 
effort. 

Peggy Cummings is the creator and founder of Connected Riding 
and Connected Groundwork, an approach to riding and handling 
horses that gives both horse and human more freedom, confidence and 
lightness in any situation. 
 Peggy is a transformer—one who changes how people ride, feel 
in their bodies and perceive their horses and life in general. She is an 
innovator and creator of exercises designed to help horse and human 
dance together…. easily, efficiently and effectively. She is a master 
rider and teacher and has the same passion and perseverance for her 
mission as she did when she began teaching over 40 years ago. 
 She now “knows for sure” that promoting freedom of movement 
and reciprocity through an elastic connection between horse and rider 
creates the magic of being “in synch.” It’s the memory so many people 
have of being on a horse as a child. With Connected Riding, Cummings 
has found a way to help anyone recapture that feeling again. 
 Peggy has worked with many endurance and trail riders through 
the years, helping them discover riding with ease and lightness. To 
demonstrate how well her methods work, she entered and won an 80-
mile endurance ride—and won Best Condition! Her methods are proof 
positive there is an easier and more efficient way to “ride the miles” 
for better outcomes. 
 As she began traveling and teaching clinics, Peggy was 
beginning to chart her own path, teaching her students to ride with 
more awareness, lightness and softness in their bodies. Her mentors, 
Sally Swift and Linda Tellington-Jones, further helped Cummings shift 
the riding paradigm from “cramming and jamming” to a new model of 
horsemanship—one that honors horses out of knowledge and balance 
rather than fear or force.
 Today in clinics worldwide and through her Web site and books, 
Peggy helps countless students discover their own “aha” moments, 
helping horses and riders get “unstuck”, regain their elasticity, and 
learn what it’s like to move without bracing patterns, compression and 
counterbalancing. For further information, visit Peggy at
www.connectedriding.com

Rider 3 Photo: Debbie Hopper; www.DebbieHopperPhotography.com 
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FOR REAL TIME UPDATES AND 
OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION..

 
 Join the FOSHFriends Yahoo group!

When I was little, I always wanted a horse. Really, I 
begged for a pony, but at that age, if it had four legs, a 

mane and a tail I didn’t care! Every time I asked though, my 
Mom told me “You can have a horse as soon as you are old 
enough and have enough money to buy it yourself!” So, the 
day after my 18th birthday…I bought myself a horse!
 When I decided to start looking for a horse, Mom 
showed me the website for Crosswinds Equine Rescue. 
They do an amazing job with rescue horses, many brought 
to them from situations of unbelievable neglect and 
starvation, nursing the horses back to health and helping 
them find the perfect forever home. I decided that’s where I 
wanted to look, so Mom and I made the trip to Sidell, Illinis 
to meet with Mike, the manager of Crosswinds, and see 
what horses they had ready for adoption.
 When we went to Crosswinds, we had arranged with 
Mike to meet two horses they had on their website that were 
ready for adoption. One was an off-track thoroughbred and 
the other was a quarter horse. I rode both, but neither one 
was “MY HORSE”. I didn’t know who “MY HORSE” was, but, 
as sweet as they were, neither of them was it. Then Mike 
told us about two horses that had just come to Crosswinds. 
They were both healthy and sound, but had been brought 
to Crosswinds to re-home due to a difficult situation with 
their first family that didn’t allow them to keep their horses. 
Mike told us that they were both spotted Tennessee Walking 
Horses. At first, I wasn’t too sure. I didn’t really know if I 
wanted a gaited horse. I wanted to ride trails and do fun 
things like that – all gaited horses do is that fancy “show 
stuff”, isn’t it? But Mike convinced me to meet them anyway. 
When I walked up to the stalls, the first horse just looked 
at me and turned away. The second horse, Dale, threw his 
head up, flung spit all over me, and came for a scratch and 
a snuggle. (That’s when I learned that if Dale finds clover in 
the pasture, I get a bath…every time!) I decided right then 
and there that he was the one for me!
 Fast forward three years, and many adventures later…
Dale had earned “Rock Star” status as a solid, dependable, 
bomb-proof trail and lesson horse. But we were always 
looking for new things to try. One day I got a message from 
my friend, Nicole Mauser-Storer, on Facebook. “I want to 
take Bristol to another CTR novice ride. Would you and 

From Rescue 
to Rock Star

By Kim Rosecrans, Distance Competitor

Dale like to come with us? Bristol needs a very calm buddy.” 
I thought it sounded like loads of fun, so of course I agreed! 
That weekend, my sweet (but out-of-shape) boy and I went 
with our friends, and completed our first CTR novice ride, 
and 20 miles of un-marking trails. Needless to say, when 
we got home we were both exhausted! But we had loads of 
fun and I was hooked! In the months since then, we’ve both 
gotten in better shape and we’ve finished a total of 55 miles 
of CTR and we’ve had a blast doing it! 
 I don’t know what I’d be doing now if I hadn’t found 
Dale at Crosswinds that day, but I’m so glad I did! I know 
our journey doesn’t end here….so we’ll see you back on the 
trail soon!

KIM ROSECRANS (Peoria, Illinois)(R),  companion rider to 
NICOLE MAUSER-STORER (Bartonville, Illinois) (L)
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I think you could say that I’ve been endurance riding my entire 
life – I just didn’t know that it existed as an organized sport. 
Even as a kid I would ride my horse to the “neighbors” 7 miles 

away, take an hour lesson and ride home. Knowing how I rode 
as a kid, I’m pretty sure that very few of those miles were done 
at a walk.  I’m guessing that Quarter Horse of mine could have 
done a fantastic Limited Distance (LD) ride in his prime! I was 
officially introduced to endurance riding in 2009 and haven’t 
looked back since. 
 I didn’t have a gaited horse to compete with until recently 
and started my Tennessee Walking Horse in Competitive Trail 
Rides (CTRs) this year at age 6. Initially Sosa’s Playboy at Son-
set (aka Bristol) was brought to our house as a yearling with the 
intent that he would be a horse for my husband to ride as he 
wanted a nice smooth gaited horse. Little did we know what an 
adventure we would be part of for the next few years. 
 Bristol has not yet proven to be a good “husband horse” 
and the husband really hasn’t been on Bristol at all – which just 
means I get to have all the fun! Bristol is so very athletic that he 
can probably do every gait known to man and sometimes makes 
up a few as he goes along, so it was a learning experience for 
me to figure out what gait he was doing in the ring or on the trail 
and help him learn to stay in the proper gait. 
 When I started riding him it was nothing unusual for him to 
find something to be afraid of, spin a 180 degree turn faster 
than any cutting horse and bolt in the opposite direction. Gradu-
ally we worked through these fears and eventually had him in 
the ring and on the trail moving forward happily. The first endur-
ance ride I took him to was just a bit too much for him though. I’m 
sure most of the participants in camp will never forget the sight 
of the huge cremello gelding running through ride camp because 
he was scared of something. 

Gaited Horse Winner 
of FOSH Bucket Cover

By BRISTOL & Nicole Mausser

Arabian Horse Association Distance Nationals, 
October 24- 28, 2013 • Chandlerville, Illinois

 I regrouped, strategized and the next ride introduced a 
friend of mine and her Walking Horse, Dale, to the sport. Dale is 
a fabulous “been there, done that” trail horse who isn’t phased 
by much of anything and often just looks at Bristol with a look 
that says “seriously – what are you so worried about”.  With 
their help, we successfully made it through a novice ride and 20 
miles of unmarking trail in one weekend. Bristol just needed that 
bit of extra security and we were off and running. 
 In 2013 he completed 85 miles of sanctioned rides and just 
gets better every time. One of the rides he completed totally 
alone – a huge step forward.
  Our final ride of the season was the open Novice ride in the 
Arabian Horse Nationals Endurance Ride where he completed a 
tough technical trail without a single spook or bolt at anything 
including creek crossings, wooden bridges, wildlife, and meeting 
other horses ahead of or behind us throughout the ride. Bristol 
had fabulous vet scores and compliments from the vet on his big, 
bold gaits. His evolving trust in me and his performance that day 
enabled us to win the Friends of Sound Horses (FOSH) award 
for high point gaited horse at the ride. I’m happy to say that he 
does all this totally barefoot with feet that my natural trimmer 
calls “rock crunchers”. 
 Now that Bristol and I have started working together so 
well that we have figured out proper gaits and are successfully 
working through his fear issues, I’m looking forward to several 
great years of endurance riding with him and maybe someday, 
I’ll actually let my husband ride him—MAYBE!!
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continued page 36

These were just some of the thoughts running through 
my mind in March 2001, after I met a friend at the gro-
cery store. We hadn’t seen each other in awhile. When I 
asked, “What’s new?” she told me she had taken shoes 
off all 3 of her horses. I was astounded. How could they 
possibly walk? Haven’t their feet crumbled? Hasn’t 
lameness resulted? She assured me that her horses’ 
hooves were in better shape than ever, and that the rea-
son she went to barefootedness was because her horses’ 
hooves were IN bad shape—a condition actually caused 
by shoeing. My thirty-odd years of belief that horses 
need nailed-on metal shoes came into play, and I must 
have given her a look normally reserved for politicians 
or the insane. She asked if I would like to read a book. 
W-e-l-l, OK, but I sure had my doubts. I borrowed her 
copy of Dr. Hiltrud Strasser’s Lifetime of Soundness and 
nearly finished it in one evening. Who was this German 
vet that challenged conventional wisdom, and how did 
she know so much about my Foxtrotter’s heel pain and 
stumbling problems? Or my Tennessee Walker’s high 
heels and brittle hooves?
After I digested the book and talked to my friend some 
more, I arranged to have James Welz come out on April 
1, 2001 to pull the horses’ shoes. I was very nervous and 
hoped I was doing the right thing. At that time, Mouse, 
the Foxtrotter, was in pads and eggbar shoes, having 

Two Gaited Horses (and 
a Morgan) Go Barefoot
by Carol J. Peat - Reprinted from The Horse’s Hoof 
Magazine, Issue 53, www.thehorseshoof.com by 
permission of the author and editor

Barefoot!? MY horses? Are you crazy? No 
way! Their hooves are already marginal—
not having shoes would ensure that I’d never 
be able to ride. Besides, they’re gaited horses, 
and everyone knows that gaited horses need 
big shoes and high heels.

been diagnosed with navicular disease. She was not be-
ing ridden much, because she stumbled constantly on 
the trail, and I had just assumed she was being clumsy. I 
didn’t realize she couldn’t feel her own hooves or where 
she was putting them. When James pulled the shoes, 
we saw just how fragile the horses’ hoof walls were: 
chipped and dry, with contracted heel bulbs and frogs. 
The overall hoof health was very poor. James was reluc-
tant to give me any sort of time line of recovery, their 
hooves were so bad. “Could be a year, could be two or 
more,” he said. 
 The shoes were gone and there almost wasn’t any-
thing to nail new ones to if I decided to change my mind, 
so on we went. My gut feeling was that this was the right 
thing to do. My husband and I began hand-walking the 

horses for about 20 minutes daily. 
This was on asphalt in our neigh-
borhood, which was considered 
good footing for hoof mechanism. 
Every little pebble caused an 
“ouch” reaction and bobble. Even 
the dirt and fine gravel of our 
driveway was almost unbearable 
for the tender hooves. Moisture for 
the dry hoof walls and frogs was 
essential. We put a water tank in 
an unused stall and started soak-
ing the ground around it. Soon it 

Carol riding her Morgan mare, Bay B, on an 
ACTHA ride.

Left: Mouse’s left hind on April 1, 2001—the day her shoes were pulled after wearing 
pads and eggbar shoes for months. Right: Mouse’s same hoof, 11 weeks later.
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became deep enough to hold water and soak hooves up 
over the coronet band. I also invested in a pair of Da-
vis soaking boots when I began doing dilute apple cider 
vinegar soaks, as Dr. Strasser had recommended.
 James came back out to trim after 2 weeks. My Fox-
trotter’s bars had dropped considerably. I could see hard 
evidence of what had been pushed up inside her hoof, 
causing her navicular symptoms of pain and stumbling. 
By the end of April, she had 2-3 rows of ridges around 
all 4 hooves, which James said were compression ridges. 
Her feet were so unhealthy they were barely holding her 
weight! This unnerved me a lot, but I knew for certain 
that we were on the right track for these horses. Their 
hooves were telling me a story of pain brought on by 
years of shoeing with pads and clips. (My Tennessee 
Walker had been shod at age 2, which added even more 
to the problems, but her hooves were not as fragile as 
Mouse’s when the shoes came off.)
 One of the things James had said would probably 
occur was abscessing. It did. After the shoes were off 
for about 5 weeks, both horses abscessed in the hind 

Left: Bay B’s 
right front 
hoof, 2   years 
later. Bot-
tom: Bay 
B’s left front 
hoof, just one 
month after 
her shoes were 
removed.

Two Gaited Horses
from page 35

Nina, age 19, showing beautiful heel-to-toe movement in 
the gait.

Bay B’s right front hoof, before de-shoeing, 

feet, evident by tenderness and swelling from the hocks 
down. We walked 20-30 minutes per day, followed by 
apple cider vinegar soaks, until the swelling went down 
in approximately 3 days. This was the only time the 
horses abscessed.
 After nearly 3 months of the routine of soaking, 
walking, and trimming, it was time to push the envelope 
a little. Comparison pictures showed larger, rounder 
hooves with a significant “growth line” coming in. This 
told me that the new hoof was much thicker than the 
old. My husband and I took the horses to Prescott, boot-
ed their front hooves, and took them on an 8 mile ride up 
Spruce Mountain and back. Upon return, neither horse 
had much chipping of the hind feet and next day there 
was no evidence of soreness. All the hard work was pay-
ing off! After 7 months, we had entirely new hooves—
wider, rounder, and thicker. The best thing was when I 
heard James say, “I just can’t believe these horses did so 
well, so quickly!”
My gaited horses have now been barefoot for almost 13 
years. Mouse is a fat, retired lady in a herd of 9 geldings, 
living on pasture in Texas and is still barefoot and happy. 
She is coming 28. I truly thought we would have to put 
her down from navicular at age 14. Nina is still here with 
me, she’s coming 22. She’s retired due to some arthritic 
issues, but is very happy and has beautiful round bare 
hooves, and still kicks up her heels on occasion!
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    Our newest mare is a lovely, old-fashioned-looking 
Morgan horse we acquired when she was 8, in 2010. She 
had been shod for about 5 years. James came out the 
first few days we had her and pulled her shoes. She just 
walked off over rocks and never took a lame step, then 
or since! Some exciting barefoot story, huh? Believe me, 
we were relieved! I trail ride with her and usually don’t 
even put boots on her. 
 I am adding another discipline in my riding with 
this mare. We are also doing classical dressage, in addi-
tion to trail riding, in part encouraged and influenced by 
your editor Yvonne Welz! My instructor teaches classical 
dressage and will not even accept pupils whose horses 
have shoes. She wants the horses to have full awareness 
of where they are placing their feet. I have never had so 
much fun riding in my life, although I certainly have a 
special place in my heart for all my horses. They taught 
me a lot with their patience, pain, recovery, and will-
ingness to do anything we asked of them. Our Morgan 
mare will go over just about any ground Arizona has to 
offer, but I will boot her front feet if it’s sharp rock. Her 
hinds never even chip. I WILL NEVER SHOE A HORSE 
OF MINE AGAIN!!!!!! 

About the author: Carol Peat is a pharmacist, rider, and 
classical musician. She has been “horse crazy” and owned 
several horses since the age of 11, and participates in trail 
riding and classical dressage. She, her husband Dennis, their 
2 horses, and 4 dogs live in Glendale and Flagstaff, Arizona.

Bay B, Morgan, barefoot on the trail near Flagstaff,
Arizona.

All photos courtesy Carol J. Peat

IRON OAK RIDE & DRIVE, OCTOBER 12 & 13, 2013
UKARYDEE Equestrian Campground, Arkdale, Wisconsin

Sanctioned by: AERC, MDDA, DRAW, & UMECRA
 

Saturday
Endurance 50: Laurie Henschel (Ebony’s Bravo Moon, TWH)
Comp25: Raven Flores (Rothadis fra Totlhaven, Icelandic)
Novice12: Stacy Eide (Ranger, Spotted Saddle Horse)
 
Sunday
LD25: Julia Newton (Just About Dumas, TWH)

Hear Ye, Hear Ye
Gaited Distance Winners

Announced
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22-26 LARRY WHITESELL 5 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC Pryor, OK 
Contact Larry Lees at (918) 633-9288 or l.lees@sbcglobal.net

23-26 IMAGINE A HORSE TRICK HORSE TRAINING CAMP Dripping Springs, TX 
Contact Sue De Laurentis at (512) 736-3208 or sue@imagineahorse.
com. Details at www.imagineahorse.com/trickcamp/

25-27 CONNECTED RIDING OPEN CLINIC Hands On Harmony, DeWitt, MI 
Contact handsonharmonykg@yahoo.com

26-27 ECTRA CHESHIRE & REGION 15 CTR & CDR CLINIC Pennsylvinia Look Up 
Dodie Sble at the Ride. www.ectra.org.

26-27 SPRING TURNOUT SHOW & SALES Circle G Arena (www.circlegarena.us 
North Dayton, OH All Gaited Breed Show. Classes for TWH, MFT, SSH< 
MH, PF, Icelandics. Open gaited breed classes. Judge Julie Moor (IJA, 
MFT) & Alexandra Pregitzer (Icelandic). Contact ohioicelandics1@yahoo.
com

28 CONNECTED RIDING LESSONS Hands On Harmony, DeWitt, MI Contact 
handsonharmonykg@yahoo.com.

MAY
02-04 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC Cedar Rapids, 

IA Contact Laurie at (319) 393 3231 or laurie@touchofglassinc.com

03-05 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Grand Cypress Equestrian Center, Orlando, 
FL Donna Woelfel (407) 466-8548 donnadvm@hotmail.com

09 PEKIN RIDING CLUB DOUBLE PTS FOSH SANCTIONED SHOW South Pekin, 
IL For Show information call (309) 477-2664. perkinsridingclub.com 
perkinridingclub@yahoo.com

13 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Blue Hollow Farm, Boyds, MD Susan 
Gustafson (540)837-2463 bluehollow@isuallink.com

14-17 IMAGINE A HORSE TRICK HORSE TRAINING CAMP Dripping Springs, TX 
Contact Sue De Laurentis at (512) 736-3208 or sue@imagineahorse.
com. Details at www.imagineahorse.com/trickcamp/

15 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Carter Dressage, Marshall, VA Contact: Renee 
Carter (540) 229-2522 carterdressage@netzero.net

17 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Evergreen Farm, LLC, Berryville, VA Pam 
Dors (540) 955-0529 evergreendors@juno.com

23 PEKIN RIDING CLUB FOSH SANCTIONED SHOW South Pekin, IL 
For Show information call (309) 477-2664 perkinsridingclub.com 
perkinridingclub@yahoo.com

23-25 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC Cheyenne, WY 
Contact Kate at (307) 421 9998 or katemoran@goldencreekequine.com

23-26 WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC Northwest Trails, Deer Park, WA 
Contact Sally Shepard (509) 999-3796 or jvcougar1@msn.com

30-1 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC Port 
Clinton, OHContact Mary Ann at (419) 341 2372 or the ranch@
theranchoutback.com

Events of Interest
These Events of Interest are provided as a benefit to FOSH members and Sound Advocate readers and are linked to FOSH in some way. The clinicians listed are members of FOSH. The Expos listed will have 
FOSH supporters distributing sound horse literature and/or will have a FOSH member clinician participating. A FOSH Santioned Show is governed by the FOSH IJA Rulebook and will be designated A, AA, AA+, 
or AAA. All High Point Awards are only earned at FOSH Sanctioned shows. A FOSH Affiliated Show uses FOSH DQPs for inspection. Shows may be sanctioned and affiliated with FOSH. Please check with Show 
Management to determine the FOSH status of the Show. Send events to: KThorsemandship@yahoo.com

MARCH
15-16 FOSH ANNUAL IJA JUDGES TRAINING SEMINAR Jillian Kreibring presents 

Equine Biomechanics (www.jkreinbring.com ) Nashville, TN Contact: 
Dianne Little at ddlittle@telus.net

15-16 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Grand Cypress Equestrian Center, Orlando, 
FL Donna Woelfel (407) 466-8548 donnadvm@hotmail.com

21-23 MISSOURI HORSEFEST Springfield, MO The Gaited Morgan Horse 
Organization will be exhibiting horses and providing FOSH information.

22-23 NATRC REGION 5 BENEFIT Toomsboro, GA Contact Cindy Keen at 
cindytk@hotmail.com

23 NATRC HILL COUNTRY COMF-Y CLASSIC RIDE Roberts Ranch. Comfort, TX 
Contact Mary Ashley McGibbon at maryashleym@ymcasatx.org

24-28 LARRY WHITESELL 5 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC Cookeville, TN 
Contact Larry at (931)858-0658 or info@whitesellgaitedhorsemanship.
com

28-29 FOSH SOUND HORSE CONFERENCE Brentwood, TN www.
SoundHorseConference.com 

29-30 WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC Conn Equestrian Center, Coventry, CT 
Heidi Boggini (860) 614-5550 hboggini@comcast.net

30 ECTRA BUNNY HOP 25 CTR.15 CDR New Jersey Look Up Dodie Sable at 
the Ride www.ectra.org 

APRIL
04-06 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC Sacramento, CA 

Contact Jackie at (209)748-2402 or jlsbarton@aol.com

05-06 DANA ALLEN 2 DAY HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC Pryor, OK Contact Larry Lees 
at (918) 633-9288 or l.lees@sbcglobal.net

06 ECTRA CHESAPEAKE 25 CTR & 13 CDR Fair Hill, Elkton, MD Look Up 
Dodie Sable at the Ride. www.ectra.org 

10-13 EQUINE AFFAIRE WITH GARY LANE Columbus, OH Visit www.
windsweptstables.net for more information. 

11-13 BACK TO BASICS EQUINE AWARENESS WITH DIANE SEPT LESSONS 
Williamsport/Montoursville, PA Contact Diane Sept at dianesept@aol.
com.

11-13 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC Killington, CT. 
Contact Vic at (860)301-6982 or marygonzales6@me.com

12 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Carter Dressage, Marshall, VA Contact: Renee 
Carter (540) 229-2522 carterdressage@netzero.net

13 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Toad Hollow Farm, Charlottesville, VA Renee 
Schifflett (434) 823-5558(B) 434 989 2491(C) Toadhollow01@aol.com

16 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Evergreen Farm, LLC, Berryville, VA Pam 
Dors (540) 955-0529 evergreendors@juno.com

19 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Good News Stables, Boyds, MD Karen 
Anderson (301) 949-1981equitator@gmail.com
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FOSH Membership Application and Order Form
 (All annual memberships include an electronic bi-monthly issue of the Sound Advocate and an Educational Packet)

Type of Membership (check one)

Annual Single q $ 30 Annual Family q $50 Annual Youth (<18) q $20 Lifetime q $600
Organization (For your Gaited Horse Club or Association) q$50 6 issues of Sound Advocate mailed to your home (yr) q $15

(Please Print Neatly)

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:__________________________________________ City:__________________State: _______Zip Code: _____

Phone: ___________________________E-mail: _________________________ Breed(s) of Horse(s): _______________

Additional Donations: q $20 q $30 q $40 q $50 q Other $_____

Total Enclosed: $_________Payment by check or credit card (please make checks payable in US funds)

 Card #_________________________________________ _____ Expiration date________________________________

 Credit Card authorized signature _____________________________________________________________________

 Send your payment to: FOSH • 6614 Clayton Rd #105 • St. Louis, MO 63117

 **All Donations are tax deductible**

The Spirit of Connection coming to the United States in 2014!

Chris          irwin

www.chrisirwin.com • info@chrisirwin.com • 877-394-6733

“Nobody explains the 
horse-human relationship 
better then Chris Irwin” ~ 
horse & rider Magazine

“Irwin is the evolution of 
Natural Horsemanship” ~ 

horses All Magazine

“An incredible ability to 
develop courage and confi-
dence in nervous horses.” ~ 

Dressage Today

“Forget the Horse Whisper-
er, Chris Irwin is the Dr. 
Phil for horses and horse 

riders!” ~ The san Diego 
Tribune

“Chris Irwin is on a 
mission to change the we 
communicate with each 

other, one horse at a time.” 
~ Toronto star 

 
“The horses look at Irwin as 
if he is God.” ~ ireland’s 
Equestrian Magazine

 
“Chris Irwin is the Master 

of Awareness” - VVF 
Magazine, Belgium  

 
“Irwin’s is not 

commercialized, he is an 
extraordinary horseman 
and personal coach.” ~ 

Paardensport Magazine, 
The netherlands
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Friends of Sound Horses, Inc
6614 Clayton Road #105; St. Louis, MO 63117

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED
Got GAIT? Go FOSH!!
www.fosh.info


